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Abstract 

How neural is a neural net? 

Bio-inspired computational models and their impact on the multiple realization debate 

 

Mahi Hardalupas, PhD 

 

University of Pittsburgh, 2021 

 

My dissertation introduces a new account of multiple realization called ‘engineered 

multiple realization’ and applies it to cases of artificial intelligence research in computational 

neuroscience. Multiple realization has had an illustrious philosophical history, where multiple 

realization is when a higher-level (psychological) kind can be realized by several different lower-

level (physical) kinds. There are two threads in the multiple realization literature: one situated in 

philosophy of mind and the other in philosophy of science. In philosophy of mind, multiple 

realization is typically seen as arbitrating a debate between metaphysical accounts of the mind, 

namely functionalism and identity theory. Philosophers of science look to how multiple realization 

is connected to scientific practice, but many question what it is useful for outside of philosophy of 

mind. 

My dissertation addresses this gap by drawing on cases from machine learning and 

computational neuroscience to show there is a useful form of multiple realization based on 

engineering practice. It differs from previous accounts in three ways. First, it reintroduces the link 

between engineering and multiple realization, which has been mostly neglected in current debates. 

Second, it is explicitly perspectival, where what counts as multiple realization depends on your 

perspective. Third, it locates the utility of engineered multiple realization in its ability to support 

constraint-based reasoning in science. This provides an answer to concerns about the utility of 

multiple realization in the philosophy of science literature and explains how deep neural networks 
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can provide understanding of the brain. The first half of this dissertation proposes my account of 

Engineered Multiple Realization and applies it to scientific cases. The second half considers 

implications and connections to the modelling literature. 
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1.0 Introduction 

The brain is like an oven, hot and dry, 

Which bakes all sorts of fancies, low and high. 

The thoughts are wood, which motion sets on fire; 

The tongue a peel; the hand which draws, desire. 

By thinking much, the brain too hot will grow                

And burn them up; if cold, fancies are dough. 

~ Margaret Cavendish, Nature’s Oven 

 

Biology and engineering have long drawn on each other for mutual inspiration. In early 

mythologies, artificial systems are often based on nature, such as the mechanical eagle created by 

Hephaestus to punish Prometheus for giving humans the gift of fire (Cave & Dihal, 2018; Mayor, 

2018). Actual automata followed suit, with peacock automata built by al-Jazari in the 13th century, 

and a defecating duck automaton built by Vaucanson in the 18th century (Franchi & Güzeldere, 

2005; Riskin, 2016). In the present day, we have robots built to mimic rodents, such as Shrewbot 

(Mitchinson et al., 2011) and bio-inspired materials that mimic the iridescent properties of butterfly 

wings (Saito, 2011). Not only do biological systems inspire artificial systems; they are frequently 

compared and contrasted to them. Neuroscience is no exception to this trend, in fact, it is replete 

with examples. Just as Cavendish compared the brain to an oven, Du-Bois Reymond paralleled the 

brain to the telegraph (Otis, 2001), Sherrington wove analogies between the brain and a Jacquard 

loom (Sherrington, 1940), and the comparison between brain and computer has persisted to the 

present day.  

However, despite the enduring allure of understanding the brain in terms of a machine and 

vice-versa, the question of the utility of artificial systems in scientific research remains a fraught 

one. One reason for this is the tension between engineering and basic science research. An engineer 
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designs systems to use in the world, while a scientist develops new technologies to gain greater 

understanding of the world. A scientist defines her success in terms of attaining understanding of 

how and why a system works. An engineer defines her success in terms of whether the system 

works at all in practice.  On this view, as products of engineering, artificial systems do not clearly 

inform the realm of basic scientific investigation. It is basic science that informs engineering, not 

the other way around. In this dissertation, I bridge this distinction by exploring the utility of 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems for scientific research in neuroscience.  

1.1 Artificial Intelligence 

The purported success of AI as a research program to illuminate our understanding of 

cognition has waxed and waned over the years. Different approaches have emerged as dominant 

at different times but two important ones for the purposes of my narrative are classical 

computationalism and connectionism. From cybernetics, McCulloch & Pitt’s 1943 paper ‘A 

Logical Calculus of the Ideas Immanent in Nervous Activity’ is sometimes considered to be the 

first computational theory of mind and brain (Piccinini, 2004).1 As Abraham (2019) notes, since 

its inception, AI research was being continuously assessed with respect to its biological similarity 

and, often, its connection to neurophysiology. This neurophysiological focus was discarded in the 

dominant paradigm of modelling cognition in the 1950s and 60s—classic computationalism, or 

what later came to be known as GOFAI: ‘Good Old Fashioned Artificial Intelligence’ by 

 

1 Though, arguably some would consider the history of computational approaches to thought (in some form) to start 

much earlier, such as in the work of Hobbes and Leibniz, or with respect to connectionist ideas, the work of Herbert 

Spencer and William James (Isaac, 2019; Medler, 1998).  
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Haugeland (1989). The classical computationalist approach rested on the assumption that 

cognition could be achieved through manipulating localist symbolic representations using well-

defined rules. While neural network research had continued during these decades, it was not until 

the 1980s, when Parallel Distributed Processing (PDP) emerged as the iconic connectionist 

approach and became a dominant approach to modelling cognition, that neurophysiological 

concerns regained status in assessing AI. In contrast to classical computationalism, PDP models 

interpreted cognition as arising out of parallel processing of sub-symbolic elements resulting in 

distributed representations. When defending their approach, PDP modellers argued that their 

models corresponded more closely to how the brain actually works (McClelland et al., 1987)—a 

factor that was not deemed as important in classical computationalism.  

Ultimately, concerns about the ability of AI to drive progress both in computer science and 

cognitive science meant it was subject to funding cuts, but recently there has been an AI 

renaissance. In the 2010s, the convergence of a trio of factors—the ease of procuring large, labelled 

datasets from internet users, the advent of powerful GPU-based (Graphics Processing Unit) 

computing systems, and technical advances—paved the way for a resurgence of interest in neural 

network approaches to AI in the form of Deep Learning. Deep Learning refers to methods of 

training “deep neural networks”, multi-layer networks of nodes with more than one hidden layer, 

in order to succeed at certain tasks. The success of deep learning approaches led to a trend in 

considering how AI could be used in all sorts of contexts, from game-playing, machine translation, 

calculating the risk of recidivism, and even to scientific discovery. 

In 2012, the success of AlexNet, a deep convolutional neural network, in the ImageNet 

object classification challenge solidified the promise of deep learning in domains of interest to 

neuroscience, such as computer vision. Much of the progress in machine learning has been 
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divorced from any commitment to try and model the brain, which was more important in the 

original PDP approach (Stinson, 2020). However, sparked by the success of AlexNet, there has 

been a wave of interest in exploring how a combined effort by AI researchers and neuroscientists 

might be of mutual benefit to both research programs. AI researchers, such as Geoffrey Hinton, 

Demis Hassabis, and Yoshua Bengio, argued there was much to learn from using the brain as a 

source of inspiration for producing better-performing AI (Bengio et al., 2015; Hassabis et al., 2017; 

Sabour, Frosst, & Hinton, 2017). Meanwhile, several neuroscientists became interested in how 

these networks could advance understanding of cognition and the brain (Guest & Love, 2019; 

Kriegeskorte, 2015; Lindsay & Miller, 2017; Richards et al., 2019; Yamins & DiCarlo, 2016). 

These researchers will often appeal to the historical connections between the fields of AI and 

neuroscience, as well as make claims about how artificial neural networks are designed and 

produced based on their biological counterparts. However, there is also deep disagreement over 

the extent of the purported similarity between artificial neural networks and the brain: 

disagreement exists on whether the learning algorithms used (e.g. back-propagation) are 

biologically plausible; whether supervised learning is analogous to human learning; and whether 

the architecture of artificial neural networks mirrors the hierarchical architecture of biological 

neural networks.  

This research raises a panoply of questions: how can biologically plausible AI help 

neuroscientists understand the brain? What does it even mean for AI to be biologically plausible? 

In what sense are these engineered systems models of the brain or cognition? Are the capacities of 

AI systems really that similar to human capacities? My dissertation seeks to explore, interrogate 

and maybe even answer some of these questions.  
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1.2 Multiple realization 

To frame my discussion of aforementioned issues and questions, I adopt the lens of the 

multiple realizability debate. Multiple realizability is the thesis that “higher-level” psychological 

kinds could be realized by several different “lower-level” physical kinds or, in other words, the 

same state or process could be realized in different ways. While the original debate relied on 

thought experiments involving Martians and Swiss cheese brains, nowadays philosophers are more 

interested in considering actual examples from the sciences. This can be construed as an ‘empirical 

turn’ that shifted the debate away from multiple realizability, which dealt with the conceptual 

possibility of kinds or processes being multiply realized, to multiple realization, which deals with 

whether kinds or processes are actually multiply realized. It is this latter debate surrounding 

multiple realization which I focus on in this dissertation.  

However, in the midst of this empirical turn, most contemporary discussions of multiple 

realization do not substantially engage with examples of engineered systems—some examples 

from synthetic biology being a notable exception (Koskinen, 2019). This is surprising given the 

origins of the philosophical debate about multiple realization were influenced by developments in 

the field of AI at the time (Fodor & Block, 1972; Putnam, 1967). Two justifications for this 

oversight can be found in the literature. First, there is an impression that engineered cases are not 

advanced enough to count as actual cases of multiple realization of cognitive processes rather than 

as thought experiments in multiple realizability arguments (Polger & Shapiro, 2016, p.147). Since 

the ‘empirical turn’ has led philosophers away from assessing thought experiments for multiple 

realizability, then this would explain why engineered cases are dismissed. Second, there is a view 

that examples of multiple realization among artifacts and engineered systems are trivial and thus 

do not inform scientific inquiry (Polger & Shapiro, 2016; Preston, 2009). Thus, if we are interested 
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in multiple realization in order to inform philosophy of mind and philosophy of science debates, 

then it is not clear what we can expect to gain from discussing purportedly trivial artificial cases. 

I think dismissal of engineered cases on these grounds is misguided. On the one hand, the historical 

and current interest in AI, as applied to cognitive science and neuroscience, suggest that at least 

some scientists consider engineered systems to be advanced enough to inform scientific enterprises 

and generate understanding. On the other hand, to consider all engineered cases as trivial ignores 

the challenges that face scientists and engineers who attempt to reproduce various functions, such 

as the engineering of planes that could fly. For these reasons, I argue it is high time we reconsidered 

how multiple realization applies to engineered cases.  

In doing so, I can also re-evaluate other common assumptions made about multiple 

realization. The original motivation of the multiple realization debate was to arbitrate debates on 

functionalism in philosophy of mind, where multiple realization supported functionalist accounts 

of the mind and the lack of multiple realization indicated support for reductionist accounts of the 

mind. This common framing of multiple realization as connected to reductionism and anti-

reductionism obscures other roles that multiple realization can play in philosophical debates. By 

revisiting the utility of multiple realization in engineering contexts, I identify a role it can play in 

constraint-based reasoning, where engineering artificial systems informs scientists about the 

constraints that affect functions and realizers of a function.  

1.3 Dissertation preview 

This dissertation is composed of four substantive chapters. The first develops the core 

conceptual framework of my account of engineered multiple realization (EMR). The rest of the 
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chapters illuminate different facets of this account in applying it to examples from computational 

neuroscience.  

In the first chapter, I introduce and explicate my account of EMR. In particular, I emphasise 

three central claims of my account. First, multiple realization connects to an important part of 

scientific practice: the engineering of artificial systems. Second, an explicitly perspectival account 

of multiple realization is needed to understand the engineering of artificial systems for scientific 

purposes. On this view, the assessment of multiple realization must be done from a particular 

perspective that depends on the goals, methods, and definitions of biological similarity assumed 

by researchers. Third, EMR provides a philosophical framework for understanding constraint-

based reasoning in science.  

In the second chapter, I apply my account of EMR to two cases drawn from contemporary 

neural network research in neuroscience. These cases are examples of two different approaches to 

using artificial neural networks in computational neuroscience, which differ on what counts as 

multiple realization: the anatomy-driven and the performance-driven approach. I show that these 

correspond to different perspectives and hence different forms of multiple realization. Despite 

these differences, I explain how both approaches contribute to constraint-based reasoning, which 

aims to explain how common features of a group of systems arise with reference to the shared set 

of constraints these systems are subject to. This demonstrates the utility of constraint-based 

reasoning as a new role multiple realization can play in philosophy of science.  

In the third chapter, I argue for interpreting Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) as artificial 

‘Krogh organisms’ (Green et al., 2018). Specifically, this chapter seeks to answer in what sense 

DNNs are a model of the brain. One proposal made by neuroscientists is that DNNs are artificial 

model organisms. I assess this view by evaluating DNNs with respect to extant philosophical 
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accounts of animal model organisms and argue that, while DNNs bear some similarity to model 

organisms, current DNNs are more accurately interpreted as artificial Krogh organisms. I connect 

these uses to the two methodological strategies used in computational neuroscience research that 

I identify in the second chapter. Then, I connect this to my framework for engineered multiple 

realization by explaining how and when these strategies contribute to constraint-based inferences. 

Furthermore, I end by defending my view against other accounts of DNNs as models of the brain 

by commenting on the similarities and differences between machine learning models and animal 

models.  

In the fourth chapter, I defend my account against mechanistic interpretations of DNNs in 

computational neuroscience. I show how assumptions about the unlikelihood of multiple 

realization underlie arguments for interpreting DNNs as mechanistic models. Using my account 

of EMR, I argue that these assumptions currently fail to justify the mechanists’ arguments. In 

particular, I present an underdetermination argument that can be made for current DNN research 

that undermines the possibility of drawing conclusions about mechanistic similarity between the 

brain and DNNs based on current neural network research.    

To conclude, I summarise some key takeaways from this project and suggest some future 

directions.   
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2.0 Engineered multiple realization, constraint-based inference and computational 

neuroscience 

 Although I am not pressing for a neurophysiological approach to AI, I am unlike many AI 

people in that I believe that any AI model eventually has to converge to brainlike 

hardware, or at least to an architecture that at some level of abstraction is “isomorphic” 

to brain architecture (also at some level of abstraction) […] I believe that the level at 

which the isomorphism must apply will turn out to considerably lower than (I think) most 

AI people believe 

~ Hofstadter (1985), p.644  

 

 

In this chapter, I provide a new account of multiple realization - engineered multiple 

realization - that centres a largely neglected source of multiple realization: engineered artificial 

systems. I argue my account has three advantages over extant accounts of multiple realization: it 

recognises the role of engineering in scientific practice, it is an explicitly perspectival account, and 

provides an answer to the question: what can multiple realization do for philosophy of science? 

Regarding this last question, I propose that engineered multiple realization provides a 

philosophical framework for constraint-based reasoning in science.  

2.1 Introduction 

Imagine you are on a journey in a forest and you happen upon an extra-terrestrial creature 

that is totally unlike anything you’ve ever seen or read about before. The extra-terrestrial is 

motionless, and you wonder if it’s hurt and try to figure out if it’s in pain. You recall a podcast you 

listened to recently about the latest scientific research on pain that discussed the neural structures 

underlying how humans feel pain. As it happens, the extra-terrestrial creature has a translucent 
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body so you can see the organs inside. However, from what you can see, this creature doesn’t have 

anything that looks like these neural structures. So, could it still feel pain? 

This question is at the heart of the debate on multiple realizability. Multiple realizability is 

the thesis that “higher-level” psychological kinds could be realized by several different “lower-

level” physical kinds2 or, in other words, the same state or process could be realized in different 

ways. If multiple realizability is true, it would be possible that both an extra-terrestrial creature 

and I feel pain even if we have very different physical structures (Putnam, 1967). The multiple 

realizability thesis originated in philosophy of mind where its importance lay in its ability to 

arbitrate the debate between functionalism and reductionism about mental states. Functionalism is 

a theory postulating that a mental process is determined by its inputs, outputs, the relations between 

them, and the functional role it plays in a system. This is opposed to reductionism (or identity 

theory) where mental processes reduce to (or are identical to) neural processes. Multiple 

realizability is thought to support functionalism since if a mental process could be realized in lots 

of different ways, then it can’t depend on specific neural details. In other words, if pain is multiply 

realized, I wouldn’t be able to deny the extra-terrestrial feels pain just on the basis of its lack of 

specific physical structures.  

However, there are plenty of real-life examples closer to home than my imagined extra-

terrestrial. Does an octopus feel pain? How about a fruit fly? Over the past decades, philosophers 

have shifted to evaluating the multiple realizability debate with real-life scientific cases instead of 

hypothetical ones (Aizawa & Gillett, 2009; Bechtel & Mundale, 1999; Figdor, 2010; Polger & 

Shapiro, 2016). Thus, the debate has shifted away from multiple realizability, the conceptual 

 

2 Here levels talk is in quotation marks to reflect the growing discontent with levels terminology as discussed in 

Potochnik & Mcgill (2012). However, multiple realizability can also be based on an egalitarian ontology, as in 

Piccinini (2020).  
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possibility that mental processes could be realized in different ways, to multiple realization, 

whether mental processes are, in fact, realized in different ways. Despite this shift, multiple 

realization is still frequently interpreted solely through the lens of the debate between 

functionalism and reductionism where evidence for the multiple realization thesis is taken to be 

good news for functionalism and bad news for reductionism.3 I argue this prevailing framing of 

the issue fails to consider other roles multiple realization could have beyond arbitrating the 

functionalism-reductionism debate.  

Looking beyond the functionalism-reductionism debate, a natural place to look for what 

multiple realization (henceforth MR) can do is to look to how MR features in scientific practice. 

However, many philosophers claim that MR loses its force when transferred from philosophy of 

mind to philosophy of science. The concept of multiple realization formulated in philosophy of 

mind was based on a syntactic view of scientific theories, which defined a scientific theory in terms 

of theorems and emphasised the need to translate theories into axioms. Given the widespread 

rejection of the syntactic view in favour of alternatives such as the semantic view in philosophy of 

science, Klein (2013) argues that debates around MR can no longer be motivated. Kaplan (2017) 

questions its relevance to mechanistic explanation and Michel (2018) argues the multiple 

realization argument cannot settle debates on the existence of pain in fish. Both of these arguments 

cast doubt on the utility of multiple realization to debates in philosophy of cognitive science more 

generally. Miłkowski (2018) memorably summarises the struggle to find a role for multiple 

realization, “I still have to see why this notion [MR] is respectable in current scientific 

metaphysics. It does not help in the debate between embodied cognition and computationalism. It 

 

3For example, Polger and Shapiro (2016), in questioning the prevalence of multiple realization, endorse a 
modest identity theory that they argue preserves the autonomy of psychology (see chapter 10).  
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is useless in arguments against reductionism. So what is it good for?” (p.361). There is indicative 

of the strong impression within philosophy of science that multiple realization is a solution in 

search of a problem and, at best, should be confined to the tomes of metaphysics where it 

originated.   

In this paper, I argue for an account of multiple realization that locates its utility in 

providing a philosophical framework for constraint-based reasoning in science. While I am by no 

means the first to defend the role multiple realization can play in philosophy of science (Batterman, 

2000; Aizawa, 2018; Chirimuuta, 2018), I contend that to rehabilitate multiple realization in 

philosophy of science, we need to revisit the link between engineering and multiple realization. 

This was a salient theme in early multiple realization papers (Fodor & Block, 1972; Putnam, 1967, 

1975), full of computers that could feel pain or living robots, but these artificial examples have 

been mostly neglected in the current debate.4 My account of Engineered Multiple Realization 

(EMR) differs from other recent accounts in three ways: by returning to artificial examples drawing 

on cases in computational neuroscience where MR is “engineered”, by being an explicitly 

perspectival account of MR, and by locating MR’s utility in constraint-based reasoning in science.   

In section 2.2, I provide a definition of engineered multiple realization (EMR) to describe 

cases where scientists attempt to create multiple realizations by engineering artificial systems and 

motivate why we should incorporate engineered cases into our accounts of multiple realization. In 

section 2.3, I will outline how EMR is an explicitly perspectival account of multiple realization 

and spell out the conditions for a perspective from which EMR is assessed. In section 2.4, I explain 

 

4A notable exception is Koskinen (2019) who uses cases from synthetic biology to argue that multiple realizability is 

a desirable design heuristic for biological engineering. Figdor (2010) also points out this oversight: “since 

neuroscience in general has been the primary source of evidence used in “empirically based” arguments against MR, 

this [paper] obeys a de facto restriction to an “evolved-biological” debate. A truly empirically based debate would 

also include cognitive systems we can engineer, biologically or artificially” (p.420).  
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what this account of EMR is useful for by discussing how it supports constraint-based reasoning 

through two strategies. Finally, in section 2.5, I reflect on the benefits of EMR in contrast to 

traditional approaches to multiple realization. I conclude that my new EMR framework 

demonstrates the utility of multiple realization to philosophy of science and can pave a route to 

understanding how computational models such as Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) inform 

cognitive science.   

2.2 Motivating Engineered Multiple Realization 

EMR occurs when an agent5 engineers a system S that performs a function F in a way that 

is different from F’s instantiation in a target system T. For example, birds, planes and helicopters 

all instantiate the function, F, of flight but their methods of flight differ substantially. In EMR, 

whether the artificial system instantiates the same function in relevantly different ways is open to 

investigation. Is the helicopter instantiating flight in the same way as a bird? As we will see later, 

different norms can be used to evaluate whether an engineered system counts as really instantiating 

the same function in a different way. While it is often acknowledged that MR is prevalent in 

artificial systems, there is either little discussion of how this connects with scientific enterprises or 

it is treated as a trivial form of MR (Polger & Shapiro, 2016; Preston, 2009). This is at odds with 

one of the motivating examples in papers originating the concept of MR: whether artificial 

systems, specifically Turing machines, could realize psychological kinds (Fodor & Block, 1972; 

Putnam, 1967). A re-evaluation of the connection between MR and artificial systems is long 

 

5 ‘Agent’ here is ambiguous between individual agents and groups of agents, with the latter being more common in 

scientific research.  
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overdue. Not least because, as I will emphasise in this section, EMR has long been an important 

part of scientific research in order to provide understanding of the target system, T, or the function, 

F.  

Consider the eighteenth-century fascination with the construction of automata, mechanical 

devices that imitated human beings or animals. While often dismissed as more artistic than 

scientific enterprises, some automata played an important role in scientific reasoning prompting 

questions about how these automata worked and whether their operation was similar to humans. 

A famous example is Jacques Vaucanson’s flute-playing automaton that “breathed”, delighting 

audiences in Paris, and impressing Voltaire, who declared Vaucanson to be “Prometheus’s rival” 

(Riskin, 2016, p.120). At the time, this flute-playing automaton piqued the interest of Condorcet 

who explained how the Academy of Science was tasked with examining the automaton and 

concluded that its mechanism relied on the same operations as a human flautist (Canguilhem, 

1961). Here is a case of EMR where scientists interpreted the automaton as performing the same 

function F of flute-playing as the human “target system” T. This example also serves to 

demonstrate the scientific goals bound up in EMR. Riskin (2007) argues that the development of 

automata in the eighteenth century was linked to a pervasive desire for physiological correctness 

demonstrated by the interest in the similarity between the operation of artificial systems and natural 

(human) systems.  Vaucanson harboured grand scientific ambitions for understanding human 

processes when he outlined his plan “to create an automatic figure whose motions will be an 

imitation of all animal operations [in order to] be able to carry out experiments on animal functions, 

and […] draw conclusions from them which will allow us to recognize the different states of human 
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health” (as quoted in Riskin (2007), p.260).6 The process of generating these EMRs was motivated 

by scientific goals to understand human functions and processes better.  

The same motivation is found in early cybernetics research where EMRs were artificial 

systems meant to engender understanding of the brain such as British cybernetician William Grey 

Walter’s robot tortoises, simple robots with a two-cell “nervous system” that could scaffold our 

understanding of human nervous systems (Holland, 2003).7 In a similar way, contemporary 

researchers use deep neural networks (DNNs) to serve as models of brain function. DNNs are 

networks of nodes organised in multiple layers that “learn” relationships between inputs and 

outputs using algorithms such as backpropagation. In 2012, the success of AlexNet, a DNN, in 

visual recognition tasks sparked enthusiasm amongst neuroscientists and artificial intelligence 

researchers alike about the potential of deep learning to “revolutionise” our understanding of the 

mind and brain (Krizhevsky et al., 2012). Typically seen as crucial for this success in the domain 

of vision is the use of a particular kind of DNN called a convolutional neural network. 

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have additional architectural features that are better suited 

to extracting features that are invariant across transformations. For example, CNNs are more able 

to identify images of the same cat as a cat even if the cat is rotated or in a different part of the 

image.  

Both philosophers and scientists have claimed that the success of these models lies in the 

networks’ similarities to biological systems themselves (Buckner, 2018; Kriegeskorte, 2015), 

 

6 This point is corroborated by Canguilhem (1963) where he references a similar conclusion drawn by Doyon and 

Liaigre about the link between medical research and the construction of mechanical automata (p.510). 

 
7 For later examples, see also the motivation for Fukushima's (1980) Neocognitron work and discussion of this in 

neurorobotics (Mitchinson et al., 2011). 
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prompting debate over the extent to which these systems actually work in a similar way to humans 

and other animals and whether they can inform our understanding of the brain. I contend that this 

is an important goal of multiple realization - by engineering artificial versions of biological 

systems, scientists aim to use them to better understand the biological systems themselves.8 This 

commits researchers generating EMRs to two assumptions:  

a) Engineered system S is able to reproduce the function F9 of a target system T,  

b) The process of engineering S will provide greater understanding of the target system 

T or the reproduced function F.  

These two assumptions will need more unpacking to fully appreciate the commitments of 

EMR. However, you may immediately challenge a) and question whether it is possible to claim 

that the engineered system S is reproducing the function F. What does it mean to say a DNN is 

“really” doing object recognition? Such skepticism is well-founded and in the next chapter, I will 

go into more detail regarding how these attributions of functions have been challenged and the 

strategies scientists use to deal with this. For now, it suffices to say that at least some scientists do 

take these artificial systems to be doing the same thing as a target system rather than treating them 

as simulations. This is an important distinction because simulations do not have the same 

functional capacities of their target system – to paraphrase Dennett (2014), a simulation of a 

hurricane is not itself a hurricane. In contrast, a case of EMR must be interpreted as sharing at least 

 

8 While I focus mainly on EMR as it occurs in computational cognitive science, it is also common in other sciences 

such as synthetic biology (Koskinen, 2019) and in applied physics, for example, when researchers create artificial 

materials that exhibit optical properties found in biological systems (Kawamura et al., 2016). 

 
9 By ‘function’ here, I mean some form of biological function, rather than a mathematical function or input-output 

relation that could be reproduced in both human brains and computational systems. I leave it open how one wants to 

interpret biological function here though whichever account one chooses would have to apply to both biological and 

artificial systems.  
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some of the same functional capacities as the target system. Vaucanson’s flute-playing automaton 

interested scientists not because it was a simulation of flute-playing but because scientists took it 

to be an instantiation of flute-playing. Similarly, computational neuroscience assumes that 

computers and the brain are doing the same thing: information processing. This is clear in early 

cybernetics10 and artificial intelligence research by Simon and Newell,11 who explicitly claim “the 

thinking human being is also an information processor” (Simon & Newell, 1964, p.281). Later, in 

the 1980s, Parallel Distributed Processing models, a precursor to today’s deep learning models, 

were also interpreted as representative of human’s natural information-processing capacities 

(McClelland et al., 1987). In the present day, computational neuroscientists consider DNNs good 

models for the brain because they are able to solve the same behavioural tasks as humans and 

animals such as being able to correctly identify objects in images (Yamins & DiCarlo, 2016). Since 

these cases are interpreted as performing the same function, they fulfil the criteria for what 

constitutes an EMR.  

As I have defined it, EMR occurs when an agent engineers a system S that performs a 

function F in a way that is different from F’s instantiation in a target system T. In this section, I 

motivated the first key feature of EMR by showing the importance of including engineered 

examples into an account of multiple realization. In the next two sections, I spell out the details of 

the remaining two distinctive features of EMR: first, its explicit perspectivism, and second, its 

utility in constraint-based reasoning in science.  

 

10 See Abraham (2019). 

 
11 See Dick (2015) for the history of this assumption in Newell and Simon’s work. 
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2.3 EMR and perspectivism, or what counts as EMR 

One key feature of my account is that it is an explicitly perspectival account, where what 

counts as making instantiations “different” enough for multiple realization depends on your 

perspective. Perspectivism12 in philosophy of science recognises the situated nature of scientific 

knowledge such that we cannot separate the generation of scientific knowledge from its 

background context broadly understood (Danks, 2020; Giere, 2010; Massimi, 2017; Potochnik, 

2012; Van Fraassen, 2008). Since scientific knowledge is situated in historical and cultural 

research practices, there will be no one overriding perspective that encompasses all relevant 

information about a phenomenon – that is, scientific representations will always be partial. This 

has implications for understanding scientific practice. Given the partial perspectival nature of 

scientific representation, it follows that the best description of science is scientific pluralism – the 

need for multiple theories, models or representations in order to understand and explain the world 

through science (Mitchell, 2020). This is especially true when building artificial systems where 

full emulation of the natural system is challenging, if not impossible. An engineer is forced to 

make choices about what aspects of a system must be simplified or abstracted, which will depend 

on what is of interest scientifically. This will often also be bound up with social and political 

implications of how our knowledge is represented (Adam, 1998). To claim that MR is perspectival 

is to recognise the contingency of our claims pertaining to MR and accept there are different norms 

governing what counts as successful MR.  

 

12 Sometimes in the philosophy of science literature, perspectivism is associated with ‘perspectival realism’ but I do 

not consider the realist implications of perspectivism in this paper.  
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Classic accounts of MR, such as Putnam’s, treated MR as concerned with implantation in 

lower-level kinds. The standard way multiple realization would occur is if the same function was 

implemented in different ways in different substrates. Consider Putnam’s remark that “[w]e could 

be made of Swiss cheese and it wouldn’t matter” (Putnam, 1975, p.291). Or consider Pylyshyn's 

(1980) thought experiment of neurons being progressively replaced with silicon transistors that are 

identical in terms of input-output function. The presumption in these examples was that you would 

still go on functioning as before since the function was multiply realizable, meaning it could be 

successfully realised in different substrates. In more recent literature, there is a shift away from the 

view that MR is purely to do with substrate. For example, Millikan hints at the interest-dependence 

of MR:  

“Sometimes different mechanisms that accomplish the same [thing] operate in accordance 

with different principles; other times they represent merely different embodiments of the 

same principles. Or we might say, sometimes looking more closely at the mechanism helps 

to explain how it works; sometimes it reveals only what stuff it is made of. It is only the 

former kind of difference that makes interesting ‘multiple realizability’”(Millikan, 1999, 

pp.61-2). 

This is also reflected in Polger & Shapiro's (2016) account, which rejects the view that difference 

in substrate is enough to permit multiple realization; they suggest that corkscrews made of different 

materials will not be enough to constitute multiple realization, there must be differences in the 

corkscrews’ mechanisms. The perspectival nature of MR is briefly discussed or implicit in other 

discussions but not forefronted as a central feature of MR (Miłkowski, 2018; Piccinini & Maley, 

2014; Polger & Shapiro, 2016; Wimsatt, 1994). However, even if MR is discussed as interest-

dependent, philosophers will often still discuss MR as if, once we’ve looked at scientific practice, 
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there is one form of multiple realization which eventually can be agreed upon. Thus, they assume 

that there is a fact of the matter about whether a kind or process is multiply realised or not.  

Rather than accept this assumption, I argue we should embrace the perspectivism of 

multiple realization. In other words, multiple realization itself is multiply realized, as there are 

several different forms of MR depending on your perspective. Since MR was originally conceived 

as a counter to reductionism and identity theory, it was perhaps natural that it was focused on 

implementational details about substrate, which clearly mirrored candidate reductionist claims. 

However, without framing MR as in opposition to reductionism, we should move away from MR 

only being based on these kinds of differences. Once multiple realization is divorced from concerns 

about reductionism, this frees up space to reconsider its relation to scientific practice. In particular, 

I wish to emphasise that what counts as “biologically relevant” differences for MR is not static, as 

there is no one form of biological similarity that can override others when we try to understand 

cognition (Chirimuuta, 2020a). What counts as a relevant difference for MR is a matter of 

perspective. This aligns with how scientists are considering these issues as well. In their criticism 

of the current enthusiasm surrounding neural network research, Lake et al. (2017) criticise current 

notions of biological plausibility that are used to support neural network models as the best models 

of the brain. The crux of their criticism lies in how a narrow notion of biological similarity is used 

to assess DNNs’ plausibility as models. For example, they often rely on stylised understandings 

of cellular neuroscience rather than systems neuroscience. Lake et al. point to the need for 

considering cognitive plausibility too, suggesting that we ought to treat models that are cognitively 

implausible with skepticism. In the same way, I argue that many different forms of biological 

similarity may constitute relevant differences for assessing EMR. Here is a suggestive but non-

exhaustive list: 
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1) Cognitive/psychological similarity – are computational models and brains cognitively 

similar? (For example, do they exhibit the same patterns of behaviour?) 

2) Neural similarity – are computational models and brains neurally similar?  

3) Molecular similarity – are computational models and brains similar on the molecular 

level?  

4) Algorithmic similarity – do computational models and brains use the same learning 

algorithm? (See, for example, debates about whether back-propagation is biologically 

plausible). 

5) Representational similarity – do computational models and brains use the same 

representations? (See, for example, research comparing the representations used in 

machine learning to those in the brain). 

6) Developmental similarity – is the process by which brains and computational models 

learn and adapt similar? (See, for example, debates about whether supervised learning 

is a biologically realistic process for human cognition). 

7) Mechanistic similarity – do computational models and brains have similar 

mechanisms realizing cognitive processes? 

8) Architectural similarity – do computational models and brains have similar 

architectures that support a similar representational hierarchy?  

9) Ecological similarity – do computational models and brains engage in similar sorts of 

tasks? Do computational systems and brains need to be embodied in similar ways for 

comparison? (See, for example, debates in neurorobotics about whether a particular 

morphology is needed). 
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This should serve to demonstrate the tension in making claims about MR without 

considering what kinds of similarities or differences we take to be relevant for MR. Selecting one 

or more varieties of biological similarity from the above list will introduce different conceptions 

of MR.13 Hence, why a perspectival account of MR is needed to make sense of scientific practice 

when engineering systems. 

On my account, a perspective from which EMR is assessed depends on these three 

components: 

a) A notion of biological similarity or relevance B, 

b) The methodology or technique for modelling the system M, 

c) The assumed goals of the scientists G. 

Importantly, these components are variable and not set in stone, which counters the tendency in 

the literature to view multiple realization as something fixed that can be discovered about a 

particular kind. One could disagree that these components affect multiple realization so let me 

spell them out in more detail.  

First, the choice of B, what is biologically similar or relevant to realizing a process affects 

whether something counts as multiply realized. If you decide that for an animal to exhibit pain, 

you care about psychological similarity, then you are setting a particular bar for what counts as 

multiple realization such as behaviourally similar features to humans experiencing pain. For 

example, Sneddon et al (2014) look for pain-avoidant behaviour and self-administration of 

 

13For those who are concerned that this account of EMR is one that prioritises scientists’ opinions on similar or 

different realizers, I contend my account need not place the authority of decisions on MR all to scientists. Even in 

cases where philosophers are the ones making decisions related to multiple realization, I still think we ought to endorse 

an account that allows for differences about what counts as important biological similarities according to philosophers 

and their own goals (metaphysical, ethical or otherwise) for MR. For example, the philosopher who wishes to use MR 

to argue against reductionism would need a concept of biological similarity based on implementation rather than on 

cognitive similarity. One limiting factor is that philosophers will often not have control over the methods and 

techniques used by scientists in engineering a candidate system S. 
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analgesics as a way to ‘test’ for animal pain. If you decide that what matters for identifying pain 

is neural similarity, then this commits you to a different form of assessing multiple realization such 

as by examining neural structures. For example, in discussing the possibility of fish pain, Key 

(2015) investigates whether fish have the appropriate neural machinery to feel pain. Here we see 

that decisions about what constitute biologically relevant differences can affect the threshold for 

what counts as realizing the same function or the features of the realizers scientists are interested 

in. The same occurs in computational cases. If a scientist defines navigation as being able to 

physically orient from a particular location to another, this commits them to certain forms of 

biological similarity that will influence what entities could realize navigation. For example, here 

we couldn’t use a non-embodied computer to realize this form of navigation, but an embodied 

robot could potentially realize it. What constitutes biological similarity and relevant differences 

will depend on the perspective.  

The second component of an EMR perspective, M, concerns how the modelling approach 

affects the concept of biological similarity. Choices about B can affect appropriate methodologies, 

as was the case in the robot navigation example. However, choices about how to model a system 

also may determine the forms of biological similarity that can be investigated with the help of the 

model. This arises because the ability to translate or formalise biologically relevant features into a 

model will depend on what techniques and technologies are available. For example, using a 

predictive processing framework to model the brain could prioritise performance over anatomical 

features. Furthermore, the choice of B may commit a scientist to a set of biologically relevant 

features, but technological limits could prevent the scientist from being able to adequately 

incorporate these into their model. This reminds us once more that EMR must be temporally 
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qualified as it is dependent on what technology and methods happen to be available to scientists at 

a particular time.  

Third, G recognises how scientists’ goals shape what counts as successful EMR. A 

scientist’s goals may override other information they know is relevant to modelling a phenomenon. 

For example, a computational neuroscientist using cognitive models can recognise that there are 

neural details relevant to understanding or explaining a cognitive process. However, their goal 

could be to have a tractable model of a phenomenon or to explain a process in psychological terms 

– this can motivate them to not include the neural detail and abstract away from it.14 This decision, 

in turn, affects B, the set of features that constitute their working definition of biological similarity.  

In summary, questions relating to EMR must be analysed through a perspectival framework 

in order to best capture scientific practice. What counts as successful multiple realization is 

ultimately perspective-dependent and temporally qualified. Since the components making up each 

perspective vary, we can’t necessarily expect a consensus between different agents on whether a 

cognitive process is multiply realized or not. This question can only be asked from within a 

perspective.  

2.4 EMR and constraint-based reasoning, or what EMR can do 

The final key feature of my account is that EMR provides a philosophical framework for 

constraint-based reasoning in science. This addresses concerns about what MR can do for 

philosophy of science.  

 

14See Chirimuuta (2020) for a recent argument discussing this in computational accounts of the brain.  
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The connection between constraints and MR has been made before (Shapiro, 2004; Towl, 

2012), however it normally features in arguments against MR based on convergent evolution. 

Shapiro (2004) gives extensive treatment of this issue proposing that there will be few ways to 

realize human-like psychological capacities because human minds evolve under several 

constraints that limit the amount of phenotypic variation across realizers – what he terms the 

mutual constraint thesis (MCT). In other words, there will be restrictions on structure-function 

mappings such that we should expect only a few structures to be equipped to realize a function 

rather than many structures. There are reasons to challenge this view of biology, for example, 

Amundson (2000) provides several examples to argue against functional determinism – the view 

that statistically we can expect convergence to uniform design such that there will be few 

individuals with novel functional design. However, here I am particularly interested in a suggestion 

made by Weiskopf (2011) that Shapiro’s discussion of constraints is perfectly compatible with 

multiple realization, since Shapiro’s examples are of functional constraints, which will not 

determine the underlying physical mechanism. In agreement with Weiskopf (2011), rather than 

construe constraints as a threat to multiple realization, I argue they provide us with an answer for 

why scientists engage in EMR: it allows them to form and test hypotheses, and provide 

explanations in terms of constraints on systems.  

Constraint-based reasoning aims to understand how the common features of a group of 

systems come about and does so by showing how these systems are all subject to a shared set of 

constraints (Green & Jones, 2016). This is a common explanatory strategy in biology – in order to 

understand why desert mammals might share common characteristics such as thin fur that is light 

in colour, scientists appeal to the shared set of environmental constraints such as living in high 

temperatures with little available water. These constraints make it desirable to have adaptations 
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that minimise water loss and aid in cooling the mammal down. This highlights important relations 

between the organizational or structural properties of a mammal and the functional properties they 

possess that are mediated by environmental constraints.  

To expand on this, I will start by considering how to define constraints.15 Ross (ms) 

provides four features that distinguish constraint-based explanations from standard explanations. 

In constraint-based explanations, “constraints are factors that 

1) Limit the values of the explanatory target of interest,  

2) Are often conceived of as separate from or external to the process they limit,  

3) Are considered relatively fixed compared to other explanatory factors,  

4) Structure or guide the explanandum outcome, rather than triggering it.”  

On this basis, she proposes a taxonomy of constraints: law-based constraints, mathematical 

constraints, and causal constraints. These are defined with reference to two conditions contrasting 

them to typical causal explanatory factors, which a) have a manipulable explanans and b) are based 

on empirical dependency relations. Causal constraints are those that satisfy both of these 

conditions, while law-based and mathematical constraints fail a) and b) respectively. 

Both Shapiro (2004) and Ross (ms) have emphasised the limiting nature of constraints. 

However, there is another role of constraints which highlights their ability to afford or enable 

certain outcomes. Green & Jones (2016) recognise this dual nature of constraints, defining 

constraints as conditions that “both limit and afford a certain scope of possible structures and 

functions that can be instantiated in a system of a particular type” (p.345). For example, the 

sensitivity of skin limits our ability to withstand extreme temperatures but also affords tactile 

 

15 Note that this notion of constraint is different to that which is normally discussed in the philosophy of neuroscience 

literature, where constraints refer to constraining features on mechanistic explanations that reflect desiderata of a good 

explanation(Craver, 2007; Franklin-Hall, 2016; Illari, 2013). 
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discrimination. Similarly, the rigidity of an exoskeleton affords protection from the physical 

environment but limits the growth and flexibility of an organism. This positive role for constraints 

is also emphasised by the notion of ‘enabling constraints’ – those that promote particular outcomes 

in a system – discussed by Anderson (2015) and Raja & Anderson (2021). For example, in Raja 

and Anderson (2021), they argue that behaviour is an enabling constraint, where behaviour is not 

only an outcome of neural activity, but rather a constraint that also enables neural activity in the 

first place, by connecting it to the environment.  

Based on these accounts, I build on Ross’s taxonomy and present five broad, non-

exhaustive, and potentially overlapping, categories of constraints in the literature: 

(L) Law-like – constraints that are non-manipulable and based on scientific laws or 

principles (includes universal constraints (Shapiro, 2004), developmental constraints, and 

formal constraints (Green & Jones, 2016)); 

(M) Mathematical – constraints that are manipulable but not based on empirical 

dependencies (such as those that feature in topological explanations); 

(C) Causal – constraints that are both manipulable and based on empirical dependencies 

thus fulfilling the conditions for causal explanation; 

(H) Historical – constraints that are manipulable, based on empirical dependencies but are 

considered accidental or local constraints (these would be under L on Ross’s taxonomy); 

(E) Enabling – constraints that afford or promote certain outcomes (includes functional 

constraints (Weiskopf, 2011)). 

These constraints are clearly relevant to engineering too. If I am designing an aquatic robot, the 

choice of a particular material may limit its flexibility but afford its robustness to changes of 

current in the water. In the context of modelling, we may impose formal constraints on our models 
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to capture or approximate a causal (C) or law-like (L) constraint that a biological system is also 

subject to. For example, the use of mathematical equations, like a stress-strain curve and 

corresponding Young’s modulus, to capture the elastic material properties of the skin that can then 

be applied in a model. These formalised constraints can then be connected to possible design 

principles that both biological and non-biological systems instantiate.16 

To gain insight into why scientists would generate EMRs, let’s consider two things they 

could learn from EMR. The process of engineering a system S that performs F could: 

1) Provide greater understanding of a target system T (that also performs F),  

2) Provide greater understanding of reproduced function F.  

I argue that each of these results rely on a corresponding strategy that utilises knowledge about 

constraints, as is represented in Figure 1. First, in order to gain greater understanding of a target 

system T, an iterative strategy is used which aims to make the engineered system S more similar 

to the target system T. Here the regulative ideal is to eliminate MR in the dimension(s) of interest. 

Through the iterative strategy, scientists will try to mirror constraints on the target system as a way 

to reduce MR in their engineered system. This relies on the assumption that increasing the number 

of constraints on their system is a way to limit the realizers of a function. Second, in order to gain 

greater understanding of the reproduced function F, a comparative strategy is used which looks to 

generate several different systems instantiating F. Here the regulative ideal is to maximise MR in 

the dimension(s) of interest. By generating greater variation between realizers, it allows scientists 

to better investigate possible enabling constraints that lead to particular outcomes, or test 

hypotheses regarding potential law-like constraints on a system.  

 

16 See Sterling & Laughlin (2015) for an example of this in the case of neuroscience.  
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Take object recognition as a candidate function. Defined broadly, it is the categorisation of 

objects into their correct groups. This definition introduces few constraints on an engineered 

system so that anything that successfully categorises objects into correct groups will realize the 

same function. Defined more narrowly, object recognition can be viewed as the categorisation of 

objects into groups as humans do it. This definition introduces more constraints such as 

behavioural constraints according to which engineered systems are expected to match human 

performance and the mistakes humans make. When the definition of biological similarity implies 

fewer constraints, the hope is that there will be radical MR where systems accomplish tasks of 

realized functions in very different ways. This would allow for the use of a comparative strategy, 

which can then inform understanding of the constraints involved in the function F. When the 

definition of biological similarity implies more constraints, the hope is that it is less likely there 

will be radical MR (though it is still possible depending on how crucial certain constraints are to 

affecting realization). This would allow for the use of an iterative strategy, which can then inform 

scientists’ understanding of the target system T. In both cases, EMR explains why generating 

multiple realizations is useful: it allows us to reason about constraints on the target system, the 

function, or both.  

In chapter 3, I’ll spell out how these strategies and forms of EMRs actually work by 

introducing two approaches in computational neuroscience: a performance-driven approach, and 

an anatomy-driven approach. By applying EMR to these cases, I also highlight some methods used 

by scientists in pursuit of constraint-based reasoning. In chapter 4, I connect these strategies to 

certain accounts of models that are consistent with interpreting DNNs in terms of artificial Krogh 

organisms or model organisms. For now, I end by reflecting on some benefits of my account of 

EMR.  
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Figure 1. EMR Diagram showing how engineered multiple realization is related to the iterative and 

comparative strategies. F is a function that is realized by the set of realizers {𝑿𝑨, 𝑿𝑩,   𝑿𝑻,   𝑿𝑺 }, where 

{𝑿𝑨, 𝑿𝑩,   𝑿𝑻} are biological realizers with 𝑿𝑻 representing the target system and 𝑿𝑨 and 𝑿𝑩 representing 

other biological systems, such as members of other species that could provide constraints on the reasoning 

about the relationship of the engineered model to the target . 𝑿𝑺 is the realizer corresponding to the 

engineered system S, which can inform us about target system 𝑿𝑻  or 𝑭𝑿  through the iterative and 

comparative strategies respectively. 

2.5 Reflections on the benefits of EMR 

Framing the utility of EMR in terms of constraint-based reasoning accomplishes two 

things.  

First, it demonstrates the limit of using multiple realization solely to support metaphysical 

positions like functionalism or to argue against reductionism. Consider Bechtel & Abrahamsen 

(2002) assessing how modellers make choices about biological plausibility,  
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"[t]hose who come closest to a functionalist position are primarily concerned with 

developing the computational power and techniques that will best produce human-like 

intelligence, that is, they emphasize what result is achieved rather than how. Thus, 

enhancements to network designs can make them less brain-like if that is what does the job 

[…] Other connectionists, though, lean towards the other end of the spectrum, biological 

realism. At a minimum, they try to keep the how from conflicting with current knowledge 

of the nervous system, but increasingly they seek to incorporate some of that knowledge in 

connectionist networks" (p.344).  

On this view, those who care about neural similarity are more closely aligned with mind-brain 

identity theory. Thus, since cognitive models are taken to reduce to neural models, neural similarity 

will serve as an important factor in favour of a model. This form of biological similarity trickles 

into the methodology with modellers driven to include neural details in an effort to make their 

cognitive models more neurally plausible. On the other hand, those who care about behaviour 

appear to make more functionalist assumptions where the internal dynamics are not seen as 

significant in the modelling process. Thus, these modellers are less concerned with neural 

similarity from the outset.  

My account of EMR complicates Bechtel & Abrahamsen's (2002) picture, allowing us to 

avoid the dichotomous characterization of identity theory and functionalism. On my account, it is 

not the case that the more reductionism-friendly modellers necessarily engage in more ‘biological 

realism’, since what counts as biological realism differs for different perspectives depending on 

what features they take to be biologically relevant. These modelling decisions are not tied to 

supporting metaphysical positions from philosophy of mind or to arbitrating disputes between 

philosophers of science on reductionism. Instead of a dichotomy, these modelling practices can be 
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interpreted as part of a spectrum where different notions of biological plausibility confer different 

advantages and allow us to gain different kinds of information about the role of constraints on 

biological and artificial systems.17 Sometimes matching performance will count towards being 

more biologically realistic; other times, anatomical details will matter more to what is biologically 

realistic. On this view, we can resolve disputes over multiple realization by reconceiving them not 

as disagreement, but as reflecting different perspectives that stand open to integration.   

Second, my account demonstrates philosophers of science are wrong to conclude that 

multiple realization has nothing to offer them. My account of EMR suggests there are avenues for 

the multiple realization debate hitherto underexplored, despite concerns that the debate has run its 

course. Connecting multiple realization to engineering shines a light on the relatively 

underdiscussed importance of engineering in scientific practice. My account recognises that 

scientists use EMRs in positive ways that further their scientific goals and support inferences that 

contribute to scientific progress. Not only does this better capture an important aspect of scientific 

practice, but my account also provides conceptual tools to understand the epistemic relation 

between engineering and basic science. In particular, my account proposes that engineering 

systems informs basic science research through constraint-based reasoning.  

While the metaphysical conclusions of the MR debate have not been my focus here, I also 

think my account of EMR has the resources to accommodate two different views on multiple 

realization that currently exist in the literature. Polger & Shapiro's (2016) ‘official recipe’ for 

 

17 Compare this to Godfrey-Smith's (2008) similar picture of modelling practice: “Two scientists can use the same 

model to help with the same target system, while having different views about the extent and character of the similarity 

that the model has to the target. One might see the model as a purely predictive device. The other might see it as a 

causal map, a good representation of a hidden dependency structure inside the target system. And there is no 

dichotomy between a single realist and single instrumentalist attitude here, but a spectrum or space of possible attitudes 

on how model and target might be related” (p.10). 
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multiple realization proposes relevant similarities and differences as central for determining 

whether multiple realization has occurred. For Polger and Shapiro (2016), multiple realization 

occurs when the differences between two realizers are features that are causally relevant to the 

function performed. Like Polger and Shapiro’s ‘official recipe’, my account of EMR also 

emphasises the importance of relevant similarities and differences by including biological 

similarity and relevance into what defines a perspective. However, our accounts differ in two 

respects. First, I don’t place a causal constraint on what is considered a relevant similarity or 

difference. Instead, my account of EMR recognises that scientists may find other features useful 

for replicating functions even if they are not causally connected to the desired function. Second, 

while Polger and Shapiro’s account is connected to their support of a modest identity theory, my 

account aims to avoid framing multiple realization as necessarily connected to functionalism and 

identity theory debates.  

The main competitor to Polger and Shapiro’s (2016) account of multiple realization is that 

of Aizawa & Gillett (2009). Their so-called ‘Dimensional’ view of multiple realization claims that 

multiple realization occurs when a property on a higher level is instantiated by two or more non-

identical sets of instances on a lower level. With this as a starting point, Aizawa (2013, 2018a, 

2018b) argues for three circumstances in which multiple realization is possible: 

a) Multiple realization by individual differences, 

b) Multiple realization by orthogonal realizers, 

c) Multiple realization by compensatory differences. 

These options are understood to be indicative of ways that multiple realization occurs in scientific 

practice. I agree wholeheartedly with the motivation of this account to capture the kinds of multiple 

realization that occur in scientific practice. However, the ‘Dimensional’ view of multiple 
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realization is still constrained to a fixed and static conception of what the realization relation is – 

a criticism also discussed in Balari & Lorenzo (2019). The benefit of EMR comes from the 

recognition that what counts as a realization itself will vary based on the parameters of EMR 

delineated above. In short, there will be some cases where a more restrictive account of realization 

such as Polger and Shapiro’s may be conducive to a research group’s goals for EMR, but there 

will be other cases where a more lenient account of the realization relation will be favoured. By 

embracing this pluralism, we allow for an account of multiple realization which is closer to 

scientific practice, even if it means we diverge from the origins of multiple realization’s connection 

to reductionism and functionalism. 

Finally, I believe my account can also provide a path to connect multiple realization to the 

ethical questions arising from it.18 When we recognise that multiple realization is perspectival and 

dependent on background assumptions of scientists, it invites reflection on what values shape our 

concepts of multiple realization, in particular, the choice of features that determine biological 

relevance or similarity. For example, whether pain is multiply realized in biological systems could 

be useful for our scientific understanding of pain. However, it can also have social and ethical 

consequences in terms of our moral obligations to these organisms. The goals shaping what counts 

as biologically relevant for multiple realization will frequently be value-laden, whether they are 

scientific goals or not. The same is true when we engineer artificial systems for multiple 

realization. For example, concerns about the explainability of machine learning algorithms when 

used for automated decision-making procedures in healthcare can be informed by considering 

whether they are similar to human decision-making procedures. Arguments that AI systems fail to 

 

18 The connections between multiple realization type questions and ethical concerns is also implicit in the original 

work on multiple realization, see Putnam (1964).  
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take into account human experience into their decisions are pointing to an important kind of 

biological similarity that the developers of these systems fail to take into account (Chin-Yee & 

Upshur, 2019). This links to how we think about EMR where decisions about the set of biologically 

relevant constraints may be shaped by ethical concerns as much as scientific ones.  

By providing a framework for considering the epistemic and ethical consequences of 

multiple realization in science, EMR repurposes multiple realization for the era of engineering.  

2.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have sought to introduce a general conceptual framework for my account 

of engineered multiple realization. What emerges is a perspectival account of multiple realization, 

which specifies biologically relevant features, that determines what counts as a multiple realization 

in connection with researchers’ goals. With this framework in place, I argue that we can 

rehabilitate the notion of multiple realization in philosophy of science where its main payoff is to 

license constraint-based reasoning about scientific phenomena based on engineered systems. This 

account answers calls from philosophers of science to identify the utility of multiple realization, if 

it is not being used to arbitrate between reductionism and functionalism. Furthermore, it provides 

a route to understand the utility of engineering bio-inspired computational models in cognitive 

science, which I turn to in the next chapter.  
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3.0 Applying EMR to computational neuroscience: the performance-driven and anatomy-

driven approach 

Biologists generally refer to the activity of living organisms as ‘behaviour’. When talking 

about machines, engineers tend to use the word ‘performance’. To interchange these 

words is to raise a smile, perhaps an appreciative smile, but the speaker risks being 

labelled quixotic. 

~ Gregory (1961), p.307  

 

In the previous chapter, I outlined the conceptual framework of my account of Engineered 

Multiple Realization (EMR) and emphasized three key features: the importance of engineering in 

scientific practice, its explicit perspectivism, and its connection to constraint-based reasoning in 

science. In this chapter, I apply my account to scientific cases to demonstrate how EMR contributes 

to constraint-based reasoning.  

3.1 Introduction 

EMR, the process of engineering a system S that performs a function F also performed by 

a target system T, has (at least) two epistemic roles. First, it can provide greater understanding of 

a target system T that performs F. Second, it can provide greater understanding of the function F. 

In the previous chapter, I connected these epistemic roles to two corresponding strategies, an 

iterative strategy and a comparative strategy. However, I stopped short of applying my account to 

scientific cases from computational neuroscience. Here, I demonstrate how my account applies to 

scientific examples of network research in computational neuroscience and how this contributes 

to the epistemic roles of EMR. 
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3.2 Anatomy and performance driven approaches 

I start by introducing two distinct approaches to modelling networks in computational 

neuroscience: anatomy-driven and performance-driven approaches. In both cases, scientists 

engineer systems that perform the same function in different ways. However, what they take to be 

different depends on their concept of biological similarity, their modelling techniques and goals. 

These affect what count as the norms for successful MR. On the one hand, there is an anatomy-

driven approach that prioritises forms of biological similarity at the structural or cellular level. On 

the other hand, there is a performance-driven approach that prioritises forms of biological 

similarity at the cognitive level.19 

3.2.1 Anatomy-driven approaches to computational modelling 

The anatomy-driven approach to computational modelling prioritises the anatomical 

details of a system. Two key features of this approach are: 

i) Prioritising the accuracy of anatomical features over the performance of the model, 

ii) Biologically relevant features are picked in advance depending on the goals and aims 

of the modellers, G. 

 

19 These two approaches are similar to the distinction between realistic and simplifying brain models drawn by 

Sejnowski, Koch, & Churchland (1988). However, there are dissimilarities in that both anatomy-driven and 

performance-driven approaches are realistic and simplifying in different ways. While anatomy-driven models are more 

realistic at a particular biological level, they may simplify other parameters relevant to different scales in neuroscience. 

Similarly, while performance-driven models simplify by abstracting away from certain biological details, they can be 

more “realistic” in terms of their output and behaviour when this is an important constraint for modellers.  
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This is a kind of “bottom-up” modelling where the goals G shape B, what is considered 

relevant for biological similarity. The choice of anatomical features is then translated into formal 

constraints on the model depending on the modelling technique M. In other words, the modellers 

start from anatomical details as biologically relevant in the models to see what behaviour arises.  

To see how this works in practice, I provide an example from the Chittka lab, a bee 

behavioural lab. The group has built simple bio-inspired computational models based on 

recordings of neurons in honeybee brains to investigate connections with bee behaviour. Since 

technological limitations prevent the imaging of the actual anatomical connections in bees, the 

computational models are used to give insight into what the anatomical connections could be. This 

approach prioritises anatomical features over performance features: “these models were not 

created, or indeed in any way ‘tweaked’ to replicate performance at any particular visual task” 

(Roper et al., p.3).  

To do this, the researchers use empirical data on the behaviour of actual honeybees and 

compare this to ‘simulated bees’, computational models of different anatomical features in the bee 

brain. An important feature of honeybee neuroanatomy are mushroom bodies, collections of 

neurons which integrate sensory inputs, especially visual inputs in bees (Menzel, 2012). Biological 

systems such as the mushroom body are well-suited for computational modelling as there is a 

plethora of anatomical, physiological and behavioural data that can be drawn on to formalize 

constraints on the model (Caron & Abbott, 2017). Roper et al’s two models compare potential 

connections from the mushroom bodies to lobular orientation-sensitive neurons providing visual 

input. The DISTINCT model has segregated connections from the left and right lobula neurons to 

the mushroom bodies such that the left mushroom body only receives input from the left lobula 

neuron, and the right mushroom body only receives input from the right. The MERGED model 
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combines the two pathways so that each mushroom body receives input from both the left and 

right eyes (Roper, Fernando, & Chittka, 2017, p.3).  

The computational models are tested on two kinds of task: visual discrimination tasks, 

where the ‘simulated bees’ are tested on their ability to discriminate between two large patterns 

made up of multiple oriented bars; and visual generalization tasks, where the ‘simulated bees’ are 

trained on sets of patterns and then have to generalise from this training to novel variations of the 

patterns. Comparing the performance of the two models against that of real bees is meant to reveal 

something about how bees accomplish these tasks. For example, on the visual discrimination task, 

the DISTINCT model’s performance was better than both the MERGED model’s performance and 

the real bees’ performance. However, when the visual stimuli of patterns were offset from the 

centre of the field of view, the DISTINCT model’s performance accuracy dropped indicating that 

the DISTINCT model is not robust to these changes. In contrast, the MERGED model is not as 

susceptible to offset and retains similar levels of performance. The authors conclude that, while 

the MERGED model is not as initially accurate in the discrimination task, its robustness to cue 

offsetting is evidence for the MERGED model being more biologically plausible, meaning it is 

more likely to be the mechanism used in the bee brain.  

The ‘simulated bee’ computational models are composed of nodes and weights, where the 

former approximate the lobula neurons and mushroom bodies, and the latter represent the 

connections between them. In this model, the weights are all set to +1 or -1 with positive weights 

representing excitatory connections, and negative weights representing inhibitory connections. 

Significantly, the modellers don’t include learning so there is no updating of the weight values. 

This omission is indicative of a desire to abstract from particular values of weights that could 

optimise performance. Since the researchers’ chosen biologically relevant features are the merged 
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and segregated connections of the simulated bees’ visual system, they prioritise this over 

performance. They abstract from more detailed features to focus on what they have deemed most 

biologically relevant: the anatomical connections found in the bee brain.  

Why does this count as an instance of EMR? Recall that EMR occurs when an agent 

engineers a system S that performs a function F in a way that is different from F’s instantiation in 

a target system T. In this case, the simulated bees are the engineered systems S that model the 

function F of visual discrimination (see Figure 2 for a preview of how EMR applies to this case). 

The target system T is the actual honeybee. To determine whether the simulated bees (S) perform 

a function differently from the actual honeybees (T), the scientists rely on a conception of MR 

informed by a perspective dependent on their notion of biological similarity B, their modelling 

techniques M, and their goals G. Here, the anatomy-driven approach views anatomical features as 

relevant for B. So having different anatomical connections is sufficient for the function being 

multiply realized. This affects the choice of the modelling technique M since it means that, rather 

than trying to optimise performance, the modellers care specifically about the anatomical features, 

which are kept fixed in the model.  

The purpose of such modelling is twofold and is connected to the goals G of the Chittka 

lab. First, it allows the Chittka lab to study how different neuronal connections affect performance, 

which in turn can guide hypotheses of the actual anatomical connections in the bee brain. This 

aligns with one use of EMRs: to provide understanding of the target system, T, in this case, the 

bee brain. Second, their goal is to “explore how well, or poorly, the known neuronal types within 

the bee brain could solve real behaviourally relevant problems and how much neuronal complexity 

would be required to do so” (Roper et al., 2017, p.2). The models can act as minimal models for 

visual discrimination tasks and identify particular features important for the functioning of the 
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system. This is linked to a larger goal of the Chittka lab. In their aptly-named paper, ‘Are Bigger 

Brains Better?’, they review research demonstrating that smaller insect brains can accomplish 

many complex cognitive tasks with fewer neurons than mammal brains (Chittka & Niven, 2009). 

This is linked to a second use of EMRs: to provide understanding of the function, F, in this case, 

visual discrimination.  

3.2.2 Performance-driven approaches to computational modelling 

The performance-driven approach primarily seeks to optimise performance before turning 

to the role of biological similarity in a model. The key features of this approach differ from the 

anatomy-driven approach in the following ways: 

i) Prioritising performance similarity rather than anatomical similarity imposed by 

modelling a biological system. In doing so, this allows different possible structural 

organisations of the system. 

ii) Relevant structural features are identified only after achieving the desired 

performance threshold. These biological features may depend on the tools available to 

the researchers, which affect the forms of biological similarity that can be assessed.  

In the performance-driven approach, the choice of the modelling methodology M is 

primary, I consider the use of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs). This in turn affects how the 

scientists conceive of B, what is biologically similar in the model. Initially the choice of biological 

similarity is based on performance rather than anatomical features. However, once the 

performance threshold is achieved, the modellers can look for more similarities at the structural or 

anatomical level.  
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The use of DNNs as models for the brain in neuroscience research is a perfect example of 

the performance-driven approach that is fast becoming popular in contemporary computational 

neuroscience. One significant contemporary example is found in Yamins & Dicarlo (2016) who 

characterise their method as “performance-based optimisation, in which the parameters of large 

multi-layer neural networks are chosen to optimise the networks’ performance on a high-level 

ecologically valid visual task” (p.114). In basic terms, an artificial neural network with multiple 

layers of nodes will rely on a learning rule (often back-propagation) to update the weights between 

nodes. Many of these neural nets are trained through supervised learning where they are trained 

with labelled data and scientists already know the desired output (e.g., images of objects that have 

already been labelled by humans). Then a cost function sets how the network matches up to the 

desired target and updates the weights. The aim is to get the best possible set of weights to enable 

the network to make the correct mapping from inputs to the desired outputs for untrained images. 

For example, a network may be trained on labelled images of birds in order to learn how to 

correctly distinguish photos of an owl from those of a flamingo. Since much of this research has 

been developed for commercial or military purposes, an important question is: what does this have 

to do with neuroscience? 

The neuroscientific motivation underlying these engineered systems can be found in 

Fukushima's (1980) development of the Neocognitron, an early predecessor of today’s 

convolutional neural networks.20 He opens his paper noting: “it seems to be almost impossible to 

reveal [the mechanism of pattern recognition in the brain] only by conventional physiological 

experiments. So, we take a slightly different approach to this problem. If we could make a neural 

 

20 Though the sentiment at least extends as far as early cybernetics research with Rosenbleuth & Wiener (1945) also 

describing the utility of models in similar terms.  
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network model which has the same capability for pattern recognition as a human being, it would 

give us a powerful clue to the understanding of the neural mechanism in the brain” (p.193). This 

same goal is echoed almost 40 years later by Yamins & DiCarlo (2016): “selecting biologically-

plausible neural networks for high performance on an ecologically-relevant sensory task will yield 

a detailed model of the actual cortical areas that underlie that task” (p.117). The idea is that 

building something that can perform as well as the brain will be useful for understanding the 

brain’s internal dynamics, allowing so-called ‘synthetic neurophysiologists’ to study and 

experiment on a system in silico (Kriegeskorte, 2015, p.16). This is one of the main goals of the 

performance-driven approach: to create an artificial system that can serve as a proxy for a 

biological system (Tarr & Aminoff, 2016). More generally, the EMR acts as a proxy for the target 

system T. 

There are some important differences to highlight between the anatomy-driven and 

performance-driven approach based on how they conceive of biological similarity. They clearly 

differ about what they initially take to be biologically relevant since the performance-driven 

approach is committed to performance features and the anatomy-driven approach focusing on 

anatomical features. However, since the model is meant to act as a proxy for a target system in the 

performance-driven approach, once you have a model that accurately captures performance, the 

idea is that scientists can use it to investigate other biologically relevant features. This is described 

succinctly in Kriegeskorte's (2015) manifesto for the performance-driven approach: “The 

challenge ahead is, first, to scale recurrent neural net models for vision to real-world tasks and 

human performance levels and, second, to fit and compare their representational dynamics to 

biological brains” (p.15). Computational neuroscientists start by building a model that best 

approximates human performance and then comparing this against neural dynamics.  
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Why does this count as an instance of EMR? In this case, the DNNs are the engineered 

systems S that model the function F of object recognition (see Figure 3 for a preview of how EMR 

applies in this case). The target system T is the human visual ventral stream. To determine whether 

the DNNs (S) perform a function differently from humans (T), the performance-driven approach 

views performance features as relevant for B. This is because here biological similarity is being 

used to establish that the same function is being performed. Once the threshold level of 

performance is established, the DNNs can then be used to investigate other forms of biological 

similarity B to decide whether these count as multiply realized or not.  

This process means that, unlike the anatomy-driven approach, where the biological features 

are fixed in advance, in a performance-driven approach, the biologically relevant features can 

expand after reaching a threshold level of performance. What is selected as biologically relevant 

at this point is interest-dependent. Some researchers look to neural representations to assess 

biological similarity by examining the networks’ ability to predict neural activity in layers of the 

ventral visual stream (Kriegeskorte, Mur, & Bandettini, 2008; Schrimpf et al., 2018) Other 

researchers instead look to behavioural similarity investigating whether neural networks rely on 

the same features as humans when categorising objects (Geirhos et al., 2019). Due to this fluidity 

in what counts as biologically relevant, even within the performance-driven approach, you may 

still get different norms dictating what counts as successful EMR.  

3.3 Computational modelling according to EMR 

In this section, I explain how these two examples support constraint-based reasoning 

through the iterative and comparative strategies. As a perspectival account of multiple realization, 
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the goals and payoffs of EMR for a scientist will vary widely with no one overarching motivation 

but could include the following: the ability to perform artificial experiments in silico, an existence 

proof that artificial systems can replicate human performance, the creation of minimal models of 

particular functions and cognitive abilities, improving performance of computational models, and 

constraining the space of possibilities for mechanisms underlying cognitive processes. These goals 

suggest that the generation of EMRs is in line with non-reductionist strategies in science leaving 

space to ponder its relation to functionalism.21 However, for the purposes of this chapter, I am 

more interested in establishing a positive role for multiple realization that is not tied to support of 

functionalism.  

To gain insight into why scientists would generate EMRs, recall EMR’s two epistemic 

roles. The process of engineering a system S that performs F could: 

1) Provide greater understanding22 of target system T (that also performs F),  

2) Provide greater understanding of reproduced function F.  

Each of these uses of EMR correspond to a particular strategy that supports constraint-based 

reasoning.  First, there is an iterative strategy linked to greater understanding of target system T, 

where the regulative ideal is to eliminate MR. Second, there is a comparative strategy linked to 

greater understanding of the reproduced function F, where the regulative ideal is to maximise MR.  

Here, I will discuss some tools utilised in EMR research and their associated scientific 

goals. There are three ways that scientists work with constraints in the EMR examples I provided:  

 

21 Sober (2010), for example, gives a non-metaphysical reading of functionalism as “an empirical thesis about the 

degree to which the psychological characteristics of a system constrain the system’s physical realization” (p.227). 

This reading seems compatible with my constraint focused account of EMR. 

 
22 There is a large literature on understanding in the philosophical literature. But for my purposes, I am using it loosely 

here rather than connecting it to any particular account of scientific understanding.  
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a) Constraint mapping – the constraints on the model undergo an iterative process to 

better align them to the constraints on a target system T (whether law-like, causal, 

historical or otherwise), 

b) Constraint identification – constraints on the model help identify potential constraints 

on the class of systems realizing F, 

c) Constraint refinement – constraints are refined into the minimum number of 

constraints required to generate some pre-determined outcome (i.e., a minimal 

model).  

Each of these can be associated with a particular goal. Constraint mapping takes place in 

order to create systems that act as artificial proxies for experimentation in silico. Here EMR is tied 

to generating more information that maps on to the target system, T, so scientists can understand 

it better. Constraint identification is linked to exploration where new questions or potential 

hypotheses about a system are discovered. Here EMR can tell us something about the target system 

T or the general function F that a target system instantiates. Constraint refinement is linked to the 

generation of minimal models23, where the goal is to better understand the system by identifying 

a minimal set of constraints sufficient for an outcome. Here EMR is focused on providing more 

understanding of the general function F. I relate these tools to the goals of the anatomy and 

performance-driven approaches.  

 

23 There are at least three different notions of minimal models in the literature. Chirimuuta (2014) draws a helpful 

distinction between A-minimal models, which incorporate key causal factors into a model to see the behaviour they 

generate (Weisberg, 2012), B-minimal models, which are used to explain macroscopic patterns of behaviour in 

heterogeneous systems (Batterman & Rice, 2014) and I-minimal models, which describe the information processing 

capacity of neurons and abstract away from biophysical details (Chirimuuta, 2014). While EMRs could be connected 

with different sorts of minimal models, here the Chittka lab research seems like a mix between an A-minimal model 

and I-minimal model.  
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3.3.1 Anatomy-driven approach 

First, I will use the anatomy-driven approach to illustrate how the comparative strategy is 

used to learn about potential constraints on a function. The comparative approach aims to 

maximise MR in order to contrast different systems that realize F in order to gain understanding 

of the constraints on F. This is similar to the process discussed in Green et al. (2018), whereby 

systematic comparison of different species and the variations between different organisms helps 

guide the search for generalisations and design principles. In other words, this can inform scientists 

about potential law-like (L) and enabling (E) constraints. In these cases, computational modellers 

will engineer systems that perform a function in several different ways along the dimension(s) of 

interest.  

The case I discuss from the Chittka lab serves as a very simple example of the comparative 

strategy. Here the simulated bees that vary with respect to their anatomical connections act as two 

rival realizers of a function compared to the biological target system T. This is pictured in Figure 

2. Scientists use both constraint identification and constraint refinement methods. Here a function 

F is specified by thinking of biological similarity B as anatomical features, i.e.) whether neurons 

receive merged or separate inputs. This is then translated into a formalised constraint in the model 

determined by the connections between different nodes. Since anatomical similarity is most 

important, building simple neural networks constrained by anatomical data is ideal for their 

scientific investigations. By comparing the DISTINCT and MERGED simulated bees, the 

scientists can select the more robust performance as indicative that the anatomical connections in 

the MERGED model are more successful for the function F (here, visual discrimination). This 

process is a form of constraint identification, where the constraints on the model inform both the 

understanding of the function F and the target system T. First of all, it tells the researchers that 
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merged inputs could be generally advantageous for realizing visual discrimination. This provides 

information about a potential anatomical constraint on the performance of the function of visual 

discrimination, which can in turn lead to the development of new hypotheses. Second, the model 

informs scientists about constraints on the anatomy of the bee neuronal system. This is useful 

because the anatomical constraints cannot be identified in the biological system since we do not 

yet have the technology to observe and intervene on Kenyon cells in the bee brain. In this case, 

robustness to perturbation of orientation serves as a guide to what the bee brain could look like. 

The researchers are also involved in the process of constraint refinement. This is because the 

simulated bees serve a role in a broader project of finding minimal models of complex behaviour 

such as visual discrimination tasks.24 

One concern about the comparative strategy is whether it can discover universal 

generalizing principles that apply more broadly to all systems. This concern may be particularly 

pertinent for DNNs which have important differences with biological systems or are subject to 

concerns about overfitting. However, the comparative approach can still be useful even if it does 

not eventually lead to general principles. As I have discussed, the comparative strategy can also 

inform us about the target system T and later I will explain how it can be used in tandem with the 

iterative strategy.  

 

 

24 Interestingly, the goal in this case parallels what Koskinen (2019) describes in synthetic biology work that tries to 

engineer minimal genetic systems. This provides further evidence that EMR is a more widespread phenomenon than 

is currently allowed for in the MR literature and may suggest there are similar features and goals between synthetic 

biology and computational modelling of cognition that prompt the adoption of such techniques.  
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Figure 2. Anatomy-driven EMR Diagram showing how EMR is used in the anatomy-driven approach 

example from the Chittka lab. 𝑽𝑫𝑿 is the function, visual discrimination, that is realized by the set of 

realizers {𝑿𝑫, 𝑿𝑴,   𝑿𝑻}. 𝑿𝑻 is the target system – in this case, an actual bee. 𝑿𝑫  and  𝑿𝑴 are the engineered 

realizers – in this case, the simulated bees, the DISTINCT and MERGED network respectively. The 

comparative strategy leads to constraint identification of law-like and enabling constraints, which 

subsequently inform ideas about the target system, 𝑿𝑻. 

3.3.2 Performance-driven approach 

Second, I will use the performance-driven approach to demonstrate how constraint 

mapping and the iterative strategy work. In this research, scientists are engaged in a process of 

constraint mapping. The primary constraints are performance constraints, specifically meeting a 

threshold for successful object categorization. These selected constraints cannot be entirely 

separated from the choice of the modelling technique. It is because DNNs have had success in 

object recognition that they could then become viable candidates for a model of the visual ventral 
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stream. Unlike the anatomy-driven approach, here replicating performance-level details is 

important for sameness of function and successful EMR. However, this is in tension with one of 

the broader purported goals of the performance-driven approach, which is to create models that 

allow for in silico experiments to further understanding of the human brain. On this goal, neural 

similarity, rather than just performance similarity, is desired and it is impossible to determine this 

on the basis of their performance similarity alone.  

To achieve this goal, constraint mapping is used. In constraint mapping, researchers use an 

iterative strategy to bring biological and artificial realisers more in alignment, thereby trying to 

eliminate MR along the dimension(s) of interest. This is shown in Figure 3. It is a process of 

selecting the notion of biological similarity B to fit the researchers’ goals G by using more fine-

grained constraints on the model. For example, when humans do object recognition, they have a 

shape bias, meaning they will primarily use the shape of objects to classify them. Typically, DNNs 

have been interpreted as exhibiting this shape bias too (Kubilius et al., 2016; Ritter et al., 2017). 

However, this interpretation of DNNs has also been challenged. First of all, neural networks are 

often susceptible to “adversarial examples”, images that trick networks into making incorrect 

categorizations. The issue for neural networks is that many of these adversarial examples are ones 

that humans are supposedly not susceptible to. For example, adding random noise unnoticeable to 

the human eye to input images can be enough to lead a neural network to wrongly categorise an 

object (Goodfellow et al., 2014; Kurakin et al., 2016). Buckner (2018) questions whether 

adversarial examples always threaten the utility of deep convolutional neural networks. However, 

I contend these adversarial examples are an issue for the use of the model as a proxy for the 

biological system, since the similarity of the features used for categorisation is a relevant criterion 
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to use in assessing whether we can use DNNs as models of the human visual system (Lopez-Rubio, 

2018). 

Some adversarial examples show that, rather than demonstrating a shape bias, DNNs are 

more sensitive to visual texture - the characteristics of the surface of an object such as the crisscross 

visual texture of birds’ feathers (Geirhos et al., 2019). This texture sensitivity means, while the 

neural network is a successful EMR with respect to some aspects of performance that are of interest 

to scientists, it will not be successful in others, such as in aiding the goal of performing in silico 

experiments on an artificial brain-like system. Rather than give up on the model, researchers 

instead try to rectify this by adjusting the performance to more closely match human performance 

(Geirhos et al., 2019; Peterson et al., 2018). For example, in order to induce a shape bias, Geirhos 

et al. (2018) train the network on a new dataset that forces the network to rely on more than texture. 

They find that inducing a shape bias in this way also leads to greater robustness in dealing with 

distortions. Here constraint mapping leads to improvement of performance and progress towards 

scientists’ goals. To help them quantify their progress towards a more biological model, 

computational neuroscientists use benchmark challenges such as the Brain-Score platform, which 

consists of two neural benchmarks, where ANNs are compared to neural recordings from areas V4 

and IT in macaque monkeys, and one behavioural benchmark, where ANNs are compared to 

behavioural data from humans. This serves to test whether DNNs with better performance will be 

better models of the primate visual ventral stream (Schrimpf et al., 2018).  

However, it is unlikely that this iterative approach can ever address all the differences 

between DNNs and the brain so it will not be possible to completely eliminate multiple realization 

in these engineered cases. This is because, as EMR is a perspectival account of multiple realization, 

there are multiple notions of multiple realization at play depending on what you construe as 
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biologically relevant given your goals and techniques. For example, a neuroscientist who is 

interested in focusing on the brain purely in terms of information processing may not view 

substrate as biologically relevant for multiple realization. But for a scientist who does take this to 

be a relevant difference, difference in substrate means there would be multiple realization. So we 

can see that, even on an iterative strategy, when you minimise or eliminate some forms of multiple 

realization, other scientists may still view the same system as a multiple realizing a function.   

Furthermore, the choice of how to model a system already restricts what can be captured 

in the model. For example, DNNs are unlikely to ever adequately address the role of embodiment 

without being coupled with a robotic ‘body’. Thinking we can eliminate all multiple realization 

quickly descends into the view that only a perfect representational model is sufficient; as 

Rosenbleuth and Wiener (1945) observe “the best material model for a cat is another, or preferably 

the same cat” (p.320). However, they note that the models used in science are always likely to 

involve abstractions and will necessarily be partial. The same point must be heeded for multiple 

realization. For this reason, we can view the elimination of MR as a regulative ideal, which guides 

the iterative strategy but cannot be fully achieved. The hope is that as more biological constraints 

are introduced into a model, the less likely it is that multiple realization occurs.  
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Figure 3. Performance-driven EMR. Diagram showing how EMR is used in the performance-driven 

approach examples with DNNs. 𝑶𝑹𝑿 is the function, object recognition, that is realized by the set of realizers 

{𝑿𝑫𝑵𝑵, 𝑿𝑷,   𝑿𝑻}. 𝑿𝑻 is the target system – in this case, the human visual ventral stream.  𝑿𝑷 is another 

biological realizer – in this case, the non-human primate visual system. 𝑿𝑫𝑵𝑵   is the engineered realizer – in 

this case, the Deep Neural Network. The iterative strategy leads to constraint mapping between the DNN and 

human realizer and/or between the DNN and non-human primate realizer.  

3.3.3 Combining the two approaches 

In summary, I have explained how EMRs developed in the anatomy-driven and 

performance-driven approaches contribute to constraint-based reasoning through the comparative 

and iterative strategies.  

Here I want to emphasise that the anatomy-driven approach should not be viewed as 

homogenous. There will be anatomy-driven approaches that generate EMRs in order to use for 

constraint mapping and the iterative strategy as well. In these cases, constraint mapping will be 

used to make closer connections with a biological target system. As we saw, the Chittka lab adopts 
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a high level of abstraction in their models by setting weights to +1 and -1 for excitatory and 

inhibitory connections respectively. However, one could select weights that more closely 

correspond to an actual biological system. Delahunt et al. (2018) use a form of constraint mapping 

when they set input parameters in their model from in vivo data based on measurements from 

moths. This reflects a difference in goals. The Chittka lab are generating minimal models that can 

identify sets of features sufficient for performance. In contrast, Delahunt et al.’s model can make 

more precise inferences about a specific target organism. By reducing MR through constraint 

mapping, the latter aim to gain more understanding of the particular target system rather than of 

the function F.  

Similarly, the performance-driven approach is not homogeneous and can be used with a 

comparative strategy. For some, this is an important benefit of DNNs because they allow one to 

generate a large number of different realizers of a particular behaviour: “one can easily train 

thousands of networks while systematically varying the behavioral task, neural architecture and 

cost functions, thus enabling the study of large ensembles of potentially different solutions to a 

given behavioural task” (Musall et al., 2019, p.234). Other research shows how DNNs can be used 

in constraint identification. Kell and McDermott (2019) argue for the value of DNNs as providing 

insight into task constraints, where the similarity between DNNs and the human ventral stream is 

due to constraints that arise from biological vision tasks. On my framework, this suggests the 

potential of DNNs to inform us about tasks as enabling constraints (E). Constraint identification 

can also end up informing scientists about biological target systems as well. For example, 

Haesemeyer et al. (2019) train artificial neural networks on navigating heat gradients to better 

understand zebrafish behaviour. They use an explicit performance-driven approach: “[we avoided] 

constraining network representations by anatomy, but instead limit[ed] constraints as much as 
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possible to the behavioral goal and the available motor repertoire” (p.1125). The authors train two 

models: one trained to predict the consequences of movements in the heat gradient, one trained 

using reinforcement learning for successful behaviour. Having discovered similarities between 

their trained models and zebrafish neural networks, they performed lesioning experiments 

comparing random removal of units to removal of specific units that were deemed most similar to 

zebrafish responses. Removing the latter significantly decreased performance in the gradient 

navigation tasks. They conclude that the more ‘fish-like’ units are important for gradient 

navigation. In doing so, the use of DNNs leads to hypotheses identifying constraints.  

Finally, the comparative and iterative strategies are not mutually exclusive. The 

comparative strategy can be used in tandem with the iterative strategy and vice versa. The 

comparative strategy can serve to identify relevant constraints, which are then fed into an iterative 

strategy to develop computational models that are more biologically plausible. For example, in 

connectome research, Izquierdo & Beer (2013) generate an ensemble of possible models of neural 

circuits (not DNNs), which in turn helps formulate experiments to distinguish between various 

possibilities. In this case, the process continues with these experiments finding further constraints 

that are added to subsequent modelling.  

The examples presented in this section present cases of different approaches using various 

strategies or sometimes the same strategies in tandem in order to complicate the picture. The 

performance-driven and anatomy-driven approaches are not meant to create a new dichotomy to 

replace functionalism and reductionism (see §2.5 for further thoughts on this). These two 

approaches do not constitute a dichotomy but rather a flexible spectrum, where each may use the 

tools available through EMR for their own goals.    
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3.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, I sought to demonstrate how my account of EMR can be applied to scientific 

cases to illuminate scientific practice. I introduced two approaches to using networks in 

computational neuroscience: an anatomy-driven approach and a performance-driven approach. 

These examples help demonstrate the three key features of my account of EMR. First, the cases I 

consider in this chapter are examples of neuroscientists engineering systems to reproduce 

particular functions. Second, by showing that the anatomy-driven and performance driven 

approaches introduce different forms of multiple realization, I have demonstrated the utility of a 

perspectival account of multiple realization. Third, I have explained how these cases of EMR 

contribute to constraint-based reasoning, thus showing the utility of multiple realization to 

philosophy of science.  
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4.0 Engineering artificial model organisms: a role for Deep Neural Networks in 

neuroscience? 

A connectionist unit – of whatever type – is a mythical beast, as elusive in the biological 

world as the gryphon. 

~ Boden (2008), p.1115 

 

There has been an explosion of interest within computational neuroscience in the use of 

deep neural networks as models of the brain. But what kind of model is a deep neural network? In 

this paper, I defend the view that deep neural networks share similarities to model organisms and 

‘Krogh organisms’. Then, using my EMR (Engineered Multiple Realization) framework, I 

consider the implications for what inferences can be drawn from them while discussing two 

accompanying methodological strategies in computational neuroscience research. In conclusion, 

this identifies a role for deep neural networks in neuroscience and a motivation for why scientists 

attempt to engineer artificial model organisms.  

4.1 Introduction 

Recently, there has been marked enthusiasm surrounding the use of deep neural networks 

(DNNs) in neuroscience (Kriegeskorte, 2015; Marblestone, Wayne, Kording, & Scholte, 2016; 

Richards et al., 2019; Yamins & DiCarlo, 2016). However, since DNNs are only loosely inspired 

by biological neural networks and mostly engineered for purposes other than understanding the 

brain, this raises questions of what their role is within neuroscience. Specifically, in what sense 
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are they a model of the brain? While this topic is little discussed in the philosophical literature,25 

this question has prompted several proposals from computational neuroscientists categorising 

DNNs as ideal observer models (Kell & McDermott, 2019), exploratory models (Cichy & Kaiser, 

2019), direct-fit models (Hasson et al., 2020), mechanistic models (Lindsay, 2020) and artificial 

model organisms (Musall et al., 2019; Scholte, 2018). In this paper, I defend the view that DNNs 

are most similar to artificial ‘Krogh organisms’, a type of organism introduced in Green et al. 

(2018), though DNN researchers are striving to use them as model organisms. Research organisms 

can be used to support constraint-based inferences in different ways, which is reflected in two sets 

of methodological strategies used in DNN research. Examining the kinds of inferences made using 

these strategies elucidates the role of DNNs and neuroscientists’ attempts to engineer artificial 

organisms in the first place.    

In section 2, I discuss Ankeny and Leonelli's (2012, 2020) account of model organisms and 

Green et al.'s (2018) account of Krogh organisms and contrast them. In section 3, I apply these 

accounts to DNNs and argue that DNNs exhibit some features of both. They are sometimes striving 

for model organism status but are often more accurately interpreted as Krogh organisms. In section 

4, I use my account of engineered multiple realization (EMR) to frame different uses of DNNs and 

the methodological strategies that accompany them. With this in mind, I claim that, depending on 

their use in an iterative or comparative strategy, it is appropriate to use DNNs as model organisms 

or Krogh organisms respectively. In section 5, I respond to other accounts of DNN modelling in 

the literature and consider some objections to my account. I conclude that my account offers a role 

 

25Stinson (2020), a rich analysis of connectionist models through the lens of the models and modelling and explanation 

literature, is a notable exception.  
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for DNNs within computational neuroscience as well as identifying strategies for how scientists 

use them.  

4.2 Model organisms vs Krogh organisms 

Animal models are a crucial part of scientific practice in the biological sciences. However, 

animal models are often used in very different ways, reflecting their varied roles in scientific 

research. In this section, I offer a brief characterization of philosophical accounts of the use of two 

kinds of animal model: model organisms and Krogh organisms. Though both of these use animals 

as models, they differ in terms of their research practices and goals. Here I explain the differences 

between them in order to later apply them to DNNs.  

4.2.1 Model organisms 

Model organisms have long been a significant focus of scientific investigation in the 

biological sciences. They have become a prevalent feature of research in neuroscience culminating 

in well-developed research programs, particularly using rats and mice (Yartsev, 2017). In line with 

their ubiquity, there is a correspondingly large historical and philosophical literature on model 

organisms (Ankeny & Leonelli, 2011; Bolker, 2009; Dietrich et al., 2019; Kirk, 2012; Kohler, 

1994; Levy & Currie, 2015; Meunier, 2012; Milani & Ghiselli, 2019; Rader, 2004). At first pass, 

model organisms can be defined as non-human species studied in detail to develop understanding 

and theories of biological phenomena that can then be applied to other organisms (Ankeny & 

Leonelli, 2011, p.2). However, this does not serve to demarcate model organisms from other uses 
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of animal models in the biological sciences. I focus on Ankeny and Leonelli’s account of model 

organisms, which contends that model organisms have specific attributes such that they constitute 

a unique kind of scientific practice.  

Characteristic examples of model organisms are those officially recognised by the 

American NIH (National Institute Health) as used for biomedical research. These include non-

human mammalian model organisms such as mice, as well as non-mammalian model organisms 

such as fruit flies, zebrafish, and budding yeast (Ankeny & Leonelli, 2020). It is generally 

recognised that model organism research typically involves forms of standardisation that rely both 

on material features of the organism and social features of the research program (Ankeny & 

Leonelli, 2011; Meunier, 2012). Material features are the characteristics of a model organism that 

make it conducive to standardisation. For example, genetic standardisation requires an organism 

with short life cycles, high fertility rates and susceptibility to genetic modification techniques. For 

this reason, mice and fruit flies fit the kind of organism that fulfils the criteria for being a model 

organism. Additionally, to achieve standardisation, social and structural features are needed to 

generate an infrastructure supporting this research process. For example, shared community 

resources such as databases like Flybase (Larkin et al., 2021) or stock centres allow different 

researchers to have access to the same standardised organism to support generalisations. This 

consequently affects the community norms within model organism research where strong social 

ties and research sharing practices are encouraged.  

On Ankeny & Leonelli's (2011, 2013, 2020) account, these material and social features 

must be connected to the epistemological goals of model organism research communities, which 

can be understood through two key concepts: 
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a) Representational scope - “how extensively the results of research with a particular 

experimental organism (a specimen or token) can be projected onto a wider group of 

organisms (a type)” (2011, p.7), 

b) Representational target - “the phenomena to be explored through the use of the 

experimental organism” (2011, p.8). 

Ankeny and Leonelli take the key features of model organisms to be their wide representational 

scope and wide representational target.  

First, model organism research relies on claims of representational scope to justify the 

value of model organisms in generalising to other organisms. While non-model experimental 

organisms can be investigated as a means to gain greater understanding of an individual organism, 

model organisms are studied so that the results can be projected on to other organisms. For 

example, if a mouse is being used as a model organism for clinical research on Parkinson’s, the 

motivation is to use this research and project the results on to other organisms, such as humans. 

Thus, a model organism should have a wide representational scope to allow for results obtained 

from model organism research to be generalised to other organisms.  

Second, model organisms are established to encourage integrative research practices. 

Instead of being solely used to study one particular phenomenon, model organisms are used for 

more holistic understanding that will integrate knowledge about the organism “in terms of their 

genetics, development, and physiology, and in the longer run, of evolution and ecology, among 

other processes” (Ankeny & Leonelli, 2013, p.24). For example, model organism research 

communities will collect various sets of data on the organism so that it can be used as a standard 

organism for lots of different kinds of research. A mouse can be used as a model organism in 

Parkinson’s research as well as for other clinical or cognitive research. Thus, a model organism 
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will have a broad representational target encouraging its application to researching a wide range 

of phenomena.  

4.2.2 Krogh organisms 

Another form of animal model research is the use of ‘Krogh organisms’. The name derives 

from physiologist August Krogh's principle: “For a large number of problems there will be some 

animal of choice or a few such animals on which it can be most conveniently studied” (Krogh, 

1929, p.247). This reflects the fact that the choice of a research organism in these cases is based 

on trying to solve a particular problem rather than using a standard model organism. ‘Krogh 

organisms’ are organisms that display specialised, often extreme, adaptational features making 

them ideal for investigating a specific biological problem involving that adaptation (Green et al., 

2018). For example, marine organisms such as the Chinese mitten crab (Eriocheir sinensis) are 

used to investigate osmoregulation. Here the Chinese mitten crab has had to adapt to living in high-

salinity environments, making it a useful guide for understanding the potential mechanisms and 

genes underlying osmoregulation (National Research Council, 1999; Yang et al., 2019). The 

adaptive traits of Krogh organisms can often also be useful in making particular mechanisms easier 

to investigate. Green et al. (2018) interpret Krogh’s principle as a heuristic where Krogh organisms 

act as “experimental access points” to investigate a particular mechanism or phenomenon (p.8). 

For example, in neuroscience, Hodgkin and Huxley used Loligo squid as their Krogh organism to 

measure action potentials since the large size of the giant axon made it well-suited to recording 

action potentials through voltage clamping.  

Krogh organisms differ from model organisms with respect to both representational scope 

and target. First, their representational scope is not established meaning their generalisability is 
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open to empirical investigation. While model organisms rely on being generalisable, Krogh 

organisms do not need to be in order to be helpful for understanding a particular phenomenon. 

Because of this, whether or how they generalise to other organisms is a matter for empirical 

investigation. To do this, a comparative approach is used where a Krogh organism must be 

compared to other organisms with different characteristics or organisms subject to different 

developmental constraints. This comparative approach allows researchers to gather information 

on generalised principles relating the structure, functions, and constraints on organisms.   

Second, Krogh organisms have a narrow representational target. Krogh organisms are 

problem-focused meaning their utility is based on their convenience in understanding a specific 

problem or phenomenon, such as osmoregulation. By studying an organism with an extreme 

adaptation, such as the Chinese mitten crab, the hope is that this will shed light on the relationship 

between structure and a particular function that would be much harder to detect or manipulate 

experimentally in organisms without the extreme adaptation. Then, the structure-function relation 

found in the Krogh organism may in turn apply to other organisms without extreme adaptations 

but that face similar problems. Axolotls, with their ability to regenerate limbs, may serve as Krogh 

organisms to help inform research on limb and spinal cord regeneration (Russell et al., 2017). To 

do so, Krogh organisms do not need to be similar to target organisms. On the contrary, they often 

act as ‘negative models’ selected because of their dissimilarity to other species and can highlight 

the shortcomings of generalising knowledge derived from more established model organisms.  

As is apparent, the difference in representational scope and target for model and Krogh 

organisms leads to methodological differences in their use for research. While model organisms 

are accompanied by a well-developed scientific infrastructure in order to support standardisation, 
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Krogh organisms are more typically unusual experimental organisms with less focus on the 

integration of different forms of information about them.  

4.3 DNNs as Krogh organisms 

In this section, I use the accounts of model and Krogh organisms outlined in the previous 

section to assess whether DNNs can count as artificial versions of these organisms. While machine 

learning can be used in several different ways in neuroscience such as for identifying predictive 

variables, I shall be mainly interested in the use of DNNs as computational models of the brain 

(Glaser et al., 2019). In considering how to interpret DNNs as models, there have been recent 

proposals by scientists relating them to model organisms.26 Scholte (2018) first likened DNNs to 

model organisms claiming that computational modelling provides a menagerie of ‘DNimals’ to 

experiment on, serving a similar function to animal model organisms. Shortly after, Musall et al. 

(2019) coined the term ‘artificial model organism’ to describe the use of DNNs as an approach to 

connecting neural dynamics to behaviour. On Ankeny and Leonelli’s account, the central features 

of model organisms are standardisation as well as the material and social features contributing to 

a model organism’s representational target and scope. How do these apply to DNNs? I will 

consider these features in the next subsections. 

 

26 See also Jonas & Kording (2017) who do not explicitly argue for DNNs as model organisms but analyse 

microprocessors as “engineered model organisms” (p.2).  
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4.3.1 Standardisation 

With respect to standardisation, much of Ankeny and Leonelli’s (2011, 2013) account 

centres on genetic standardisation but a genetically-based approach is not necessary for a 

conception of model organisms and their use. Leonelli et al. (2014) suggest different forms of 

standardisation with parallels to DNNs: behavioural and environmental standardisation. They 

examine the use of animal models in alcoholism research suggesting that the environment and 

experimental set-up become part of the standardisation process in order to increase the validity of 

the animal model’s use in modelling the human phenomenon. This has apparent analogues to DNN 

research, where these forms of standardisation are achieved through training procedures, datasets 

and task selection. In terms of training procedure, many DNNs are trained through supervised 

learning, where the target output is known in advance, or by reinforcement learning, where 

networks are rewarded for taking certain actions. In both cases, this allows researchers to exert 

some control over the target behaviour of the network, contributing to standardization.  

The choice of tasks has a dual purpose of serving as standard benchmarks for comparison 

and to reinforce ecological validity. Tasks themselves have been described as model organisms by 

the computer science community, for example, chess was historically described as the Drosophila 

of AI owing to remarks by Russian mathematician Alexander Kronrod in 1965 (Ensmenger, 2012; 

McCarthy, 1990). While this rhetorical flourish certainly served to advertise chess as a productive 

research program for progress in artificial intelligence,27 it also reflects the role tasks play for 

standardisation in computational research. Just as Drosophila researchers standardised their 

 

27 See Ensmenger (2012) for more context on the way chess shaped AI research and its limitations compared to 

Drosophila research. 
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methods and procedures over time to make their results more translatable to other contexts, 

standardising tasks in AI allows for easier comparisons to be made between networks.  

Aside from standardisation, tasks are also used to reinforce ecological validity when 

inspiration is drawn from animal research to find tasks for AI. Due to the no-free-lunch theorems, 

there is no general-purpose learning algorithm that will be able to perform well on all problems so 

researchers must pick the relevant set of problems to focus on (Wolpert & Macready, 1997). In 

deep learning, this led to the selection of the ‘AI-set’, which is the set of tasks that is meant to 

contain “all the tasks involved in intelligent behavior” including visual perception, planning and 

control (Bengio and LeCun 2007, p.4). These are selected based on what “most animals can 

perform effortlessly” and “tasks that higher animals and humans can do” (Bengio & LeCun, 2007). 

Richards et al. (2019) note that this set of tasks dovetails with the focus of neuroscientists on “the 

behaviors or tasks that a species evolved to perform” (p.1763). The importance of using 

ecologically valid tasks is often alluded to, such as in Yamins and DiCarlo (2016): “selecting 

biologically-plausible neural networks for high performance on an ecologically-relevant sensory 

task will yield a detailed model of the actual cortical areas that underlie that task” (p.117). Hence 

task selection shores up ecological validity, which in turn justifies the utility of DNNs for 

understanding human and animal cognition.  

The features of standardisation and ecological validity are particularly clear in examples of 

AI challenges, such as the ‘Animal-AI Olympics’ (Beyret et al., 2019; Crosby, Beyret, & Halina, 

2019). The Animal-AI Olympics is a recent AI competition that translates vision-based animal 

cognition tasks into a virtual environment to test the cognitive capacities of AI. The participants 

do not know the tasks in advance and are told to submit AIs that they believe will display robust 

food retrieval behaviour. The tests range from simple food retrieval to tasks that require object 
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manipulation in the virtual environment. First, in the Animal-AI Olympics, the tasks serve both as 

a standardising benchmark to compare AI competitors as well as a way to establish comparisons 

between networks and animals. In this respect, the development of benchmarks can scaffold a 

comparative strategy of the sort used with Krogh organisms.28 Second, the Animal-AI Olympics 

uses these tasks as a way to reinforce ecological validity. Crosby (2020) argues that, unlike older 

AI challenges such as computer chess, the Animal-AI Olympics provides us with a test that is 

relevant to an understanding of cognition that is based on sensory and perceptual abilities. The 

ecological validity and relevance come from adopting and developing tasks based on what is 

typically used to test animals.   

In animal model organisms, standardisation is enabled and enhanced through material and 

social features. Does the same hold for our candidate artificial model organisms? Model organism 

research was often supported by the sharing of information through newsletters such as the 

‘Drosophila Information Service’ starting in 1934 (Kelty, 2012). Similarly, researchers utilize 

shared resources such as Flybase, a repository of genome data for Drosophilidae. This has parallels 

to the establishment of shared databases in DNN research such as ImageNet, which is a large image 

dataset used to train neural networks, and shared simulation platforms and software libraries, such 

as TensorFlow and PyTorch.29 For Drosophila research, social infrastructure was also developed 

through establishing an annual Drosophila Research Conference beginning in 1959. The 

beginnings of this infrastructure can be seen in DNN research with the creation of an annual 

conference called ‘Cognitive Computational Neuroscience’, which connects communities in 

 

28 Though see Firestone (2020) for concerns about whether such test sets really provide a successful benchmark for 

comparison.  

 
29 Though, given the issues reported with these large image datasets as discussed in Prabhu and Birhane (2021), one 

might question the consequences of what gets standardised in these shared resources.     
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cognitive science, artificial intelligence and neuroscience. While this conference is not explicitly 

focused on DNN research, its inaugural event centred around neural network research and the 

“mainstreaming of machine-learning techniques” (Naselaris et al., 2018, p.4). The DNN 

community within computational neuroscience is comparatively young, which explains its lack of 

development compared to animal model organism communities. 

In summary, DNNs share some features typical to paradigm cases of model organisms. 

However, as I will show in the next section, DNNs do not fit the key features of wide 

representational scope and target. Therefore, I argue that it is more appropriate to interpret DNNs 

as Krogh organisms over model organisms.  

4.3.2 Representational scope and target 

Do DNNs share the commitment to representational scope and target typical of model 

organisms? Recall that representational scope concerns how extensively the results of research on 

an organism can be projected onto a wider group. While DNNs are meant to be generalisable, it is 

not clear what exactly their scope might be. In particular, it is not apparent that results from a DNN 

can be projected to a specific group such as a species given they do not belong to a well-defined 

group. To this extent, the representational scope is vague and limited by the fact that there is no 

shared evolutionary history to draw on with other organisms, a significant difference from animal 

model organisms, which have a well-defined contrast class (Scholte, 2018).  

This feature supports my interpretation of DNNs as Krogh organisms characterized in 

terms of an open-ended representational scope. In DNN research, the representational scope is also 

treated as an empirical question where models are evaluated as to whether they may be generalised 

to different organisms’ visual systems, such as mice and primates (Cadena et al., 2019). While 
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evolutionary history also has a role to play in phylogenetic inferences made from Krogh organisms, 

they can still be used to highlight differences with traditional models without shared evolutionary 

history.  

With respect to representational target, Ankeny and Leonelli (2013) characterize model 

organisms as having broad targets because they aim for an integrative holistic understanding of an 

organism in terms of its development, physiology, evolution and other processes. While model 

organisms can still be used to address a narrower question about a particular phenomenon, research 

on them simultaneously serves the larger goal of building this integrative picture. In contrast, 

DNNs focus on narrow problem-focused targets, such as specific cognitive processes like object 

classification, unlike other modeling approaches such as neurorobotics, which arguably achieve a 

more integrative approach (cf. (Mitchinson et al., 2011; Prescott et al., 2009)). This further 

reinforces my interpretation of DNNs as Krogh organisms, which are not explicitly aimed at 

representing a target system but rather are problem-focused insofar as they aim to understand a 

particular biological problem.   

In summary, DNNs lack two key features of model organisms. In particular, DNNs have a 

representational scope that is unestablished and their representational target is narrow. While 

DNNs may strive for model organism status in the future, I contend that currently DNNs are more 

similar to artificial Krogh organisms, exhibiting an open-ended representational scope, a narrow 

representational target, and are problem-focused rather than holistic.  
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4.4 What inferences can be drawn from artificial Krogh organisms? 

Having argued that DNNs are artificial Krogh organisms, I now turn to the inferences that 

are drawn from these models and connect this to my discussion of Engineered Multiple Realization 

(EMR). As a reminder, EMR occurs when an agent engineers a system S that performs a function 

F in a way that is different from F’s instantiation in a target system T. EMR is a perspectival 

account so what counts as “different” will depend on three components that constitute a 

perspective:  

a) A notion of biological similarity or relevance B, 

b) The methodology or technique for modelling the system M, 

c) The assumed goals of the scientists G. 

In other words, unlike traditional accounts of MR that view only one dimension as determining 

what constitutes MR, in EMR, scientists can avail themselves of MR along different dimensions 

depending on the three aforementioned components.  

Why is EMR important? Because the process of engineering S aims to provide greater 

understanding of the target system T or the reproduced function F. In chapter 2, I argued that this 

can happen with recourse to two strategies. First, in order to gain greater understanding of a target 

system T, an iterative strategy is used where the guiding principle is to reduce MR in the dimension 

of choice. Second, in order to gain understanding of the function F, a comparative strategy is used 

where the guiding principle is to increase MR in the dimension of choice. Figure 1 provides an 

illustration of how these strategies relate to EMR. In chapter 3, I showed how these strategies are 

applied to particular cases, highlighting how both strategies allow for constraint-based reasoning 

by utilising specific methods, such as constraint mapping and constraint identification. In the 
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remainder of this section, I trace the connections between the framework offered in these past two 

chapters and how these different strategies rely on different uses of models.  

4.4.1 Two modes of modelling 

Bolker (2009) distinguishes between two modes of modelling in biology: surrogate and 

exemplary models. An exemplary model acts as a representative example of a species and thus 

relies on knowledge of phylogenetic context to judge its representativeness with respect to 

different features. A surrogate model acts as a proxy for a target where the model responds in the 

same way as the target would. Here the phylogenetic context is not necessary, all that is needed is 

for the model to accurately represent the process under study. Surrogate and exemplary models 

link to the two uses of EMR: 1) understanding the target system T, 2) understanding the function 

F. This, in turn, connects them to the iterative and comparative strategies respectively.  

First, there are DNNs used as surrogate models, which rely on an iterative strategy to better 

match constraints onto formal constraints in models. This is exemplified by the performance-

driven approach discussed in chapter 3 driven by the desire to perform artificial experiments in 

silico that are not viable on biological systems due to ethical concerns and the tools available 

(Kriegeskorte, 2015; Lindsay, 2020). One of the main goals of the performance-driven approach 

is to create a DNN that would serve as a proxy for a biological system to gain information about 

potential mechanisms linked to a particular behaviour (Tarr & Aminoff, 2016). In this case, 

computational neuroscientists have engineered multiple realization by producing a non-biological 

system that is able to achieve the levels of performance biological organisms have. For example, 

the production of DNNs for object recognition is an engineered multiple realization of object 

recognition. Stinson (2018) identifies one potential source of error for these kinds of models: the 
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output of the model is never exactly the same as the target phenomenon. Since surrogate models 

require the model to respond in the same way as the target system does, this would restrict the 

applicability of DNNs to biological systems. This issue is particularly pressing given that DNNs 

are not explicitly representing a particular target system in the first place. In order to act as a useful 

surrogate model, computational neuroscientists need to align their engineered system S with 

biological systems, that is, reduce the dimensions by which a DNN multiply realizes the kind 

object recognition. This contributes to how EMR can inform understanding of the target system T. 

To achieve this, computational neuroscientists rely on the iterative strategy to make 

progress towards their ideal surrogate model. Through this iterative process, researchers find ways 

to minimize the differences between human and DNN output thus shifting towards making their 

EMR of a kind X “less” multiply realised. Recall the example of how DNNs were initially thought 

to have shape bias but then were found to actually detect visual texture in object classification 

instead (Geirhos et al., 2019). Rather than dismissing DNNs as a model of the human visual 

system, researchers then adjusted their datasets to force the network to rely less on texture thereby 

inducing a shape bias.30 By using this iterative strategy, the hope is DNNs will eventually become 

more like holistic model organisms and contribute to understanding the mechanisms underlying 

object recognition. The iterative strategy used ultimately aims to make the realisers of a process as 

similar as possible helping support between-realizer inferences about a target system. By reducing 

the dimensions along which MR occurs, the model will be a more effective surrogate to use for 

uncovering structure-function relationships.   

 

30 Similarly, Peterson, Abbott, and Griffiths (2018) introduce a simple transformation to make neural network 

representations better approximate human ones.  
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Second, there are DNNs used as exemplary models, which rely on a comparative strategy 

that serves to identify potentially relevant constraints on a function F. This is exemplified, in part, 

by the anatomy-driven approach discussed in chapter 3. One of the main goals of this work is to 

compare lots of different models in order to gain information about the function you are interested 

in. In this case, computational neuroscientists engineer systems that perform a function in very 

different ways. This is where my account of EMR comes in. On Bolker’s account, an exemplary 

animal model will be relevant as an exemplar of a species where you rely on phylogenetic 

inferences. In my account, we cannot think of a DNN as an exemplar of a species, instead we can 

interpret DNNs as one realizer of a function F. To gain information on constraints, a comparative 

approach is used, as discussed in Green et al. (2018), whereby systematic comparison of different 

species and the variations between different organisms helps the search for generalisations and 

design principles. In this case, the comparative method is applied across realisers such that the 

dimensions along which they vary becomes apparent. In this way, EMR can help us gain 

understanding of the function F.  

 To achieve this comparative approach in DNN research, methods that generate variability 

between models are required. While surrogate Krogh organisms use continuous iteration to 

minimize differences between model and target systems, exemplary Krogh organisms try to 

maximise the variation among instantiations of a particular behaviour in order to better guide the 

search for constraints that will generalise. While the iterative strategy has the elimination of MR 

as its regulative ideal, the comparative strategy instead tries to maximise the amount of MR in the 

dimension of interest. Thus, it generates a large number of possible alternatives to identify relevant 

constraints on systems that realize a kind or function. This strategy also is at work in the scientific 

research on DNNs. For example, recall how Musall et al. (2019) describe the ability to generate a 
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large number of possible instantiations of a particular behaviour as a benefit to computational 

modelling: “one can easily train thousands of networks while systematically varying the behavioral 

task, neural architecture and cost functions, thus enabling the study of large ensembles of 

potentially different solutions to a given behavioural task” (p.234). Having a large collection of 

diverse artificial Krogh organisms helps the comparative approach lead to the desired inferences 

by identifying constraints that determine performance. Constraint-based explanations in animals 

can show how a particular architecture guarantees a certain robustness (Green & Jones, 2016, 

p.362). For DNNs, this would amount to showing how certain features of a network are integral to 

performance on tasks. It is worth noting here that the comparative strategy cannot countenance 

maximization of MR on all dimensions, as this would make it difficult to know what to compare 

in the first place. For this reason, the standardisation we expect in model organisms will still be 

important for exemplary models as well.  

In summary, the conception of DNNs as Krogh or model organisms is helpful for 

understanding the different epistemic uses of these models as they function in EMR. In EMR, 

DNNs are generated to support two strategies. As a surrogate model, which is more similar to a 

model organism, DNNs would support the iterative strategy. As an exemplary model, which is 

more similar to a Krogh organism, DNNs support the comparative strategy. If I am right that DNNs 

are currently more like Krogh organisms, then they are currently more justified for use as 

exemplary models than as surrogate models.  
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4.5 Objections and responses 

Having spelt out my account of DNNs as artificial Krogh organisms, I finally turn to 

responding to other proposals made for how DNNs could be models and address why they are 

insufficient or compatible with my account. I also consider some objections to my proposal.  

4.5.1 Other philosophical accounts of models 

First of all, DNNs could be identified as belonging to a traditional kind of theoretical model 

in computational neuroscience, such as the Hodgkin-Huxley model (Cichy & Kaiser, 2019). In 

theoretical models, scientists construct a simplified mathematical or mechanistic version of a target 

system that can be analysed and potentially lead to conclusions about the target (Levy & Currie, 

2015). For example, the Hodgkin-Huxley model is a mathematical model consisting of a set of 

differential equations that accurately predicts several features of action potentials by providing an 

abstracted and simplified description of the process (Levy, 2014). With their highly abstract 

mathematical descriptions, it is tempting to analyse DNNs as theoretical or mathematical models. 

Here one might ask: what difference does it make how a model is categorized and what is 

so distinctive about calling something a model organism? Philosophers are divided on whether to 

make a strict demarcation between model organisms and other kinds of model. On one side, there 

are some who blur the distinction between model organisms and other categories of model. For 

example, Weisberg (2012) subsumes model organisms into the category of concrete models. 

Ankeny and Leonelli (2011, 2020) situate model organisms within Morrison and Morgan's (1999) 

‘model as mediators’ framework. On these views, though model organisms may have special 

unique features compared to other models, they still bear important similarities to theoretical 
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models collapsing the distinction. If one agrees with this perspective, my argument for 

understanding DNNs as model organisms and Krogh organisms need not invalidate interpretations 

that they are also theoretical models. In this case, my argument would suggest that they are a 

special kind of theoretical or concrete model. 

On the other side, there are some who defend a strict demarcation between model 

organisms compared to other categories of model. For example, Levy and Currie (2015) propose 

a distinction where model organisms and theoretical models differ based on the strategies they use 

to justify inferences from model to target. They suggest that theoretical models are surrogates, 

relying on analogies between the model and target. In contrast, inferences from model organisms 

are to be thought of as empirical extrapolations based on shared ancestry and empirical 

information. This distinction does not strike me as successful in demarcating between kinds of 

models. Arguably model organisms can function as surrogates too – a point that Levy and Currie 

(2015) themselves appear to concede and that is forcefully made by Parkkinen (2017) through case 

studies of the use of model organisms in medicine. Parkkinen (2017) also argues that model 

organisms are epistemically distinct from theoretical models. However, instead of basing the 

distinction on how model-to target-inferences are justified, Parkkinen identifies a different role 

that theoretical models play. This role distinguishes them from model organisms based on the 

different epistemic purposes of the models. The epistemic purpose of theoretical models is to 

explicitly formalize assumptions about the target system such that no further analogy is needed to 

determine its relevance to the target system, as long as these assumptions are empirically adequate. 

In contrast, animal models such as model organisms are used as a surrogate that can provide 

evidence for hypotheses about a target system. Here, one must endeavour to establish similarities 

between the model and target system in order to extrapolate to the target system.  
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Even if one accepts Parkkinen’s (2017) account of the difference between theoretical 

models and model organisms, I contend that DNNs are still more similar to model organisms than 

theoretical models. This is because DNNs are typically not explicitly formalizing assumptions 

about a target system. While DNNs are often described as inspired by biological neural systems, 

the analogy is loose and DNNs are not explicitly aiming to represent the brain as a target system.31 

The design of DNNs typically consists of three components: the objective functions, the learning 

rules, and the architecture (Richards et al., 2019). It is controversial to claim that the objective 

functions and learning rules used in DNNs are the same as in the brain (Lindsay, 2020; 

Marblestone et al., 2016). For example, back-propagation, the learning rule used in most deep 

learning, has long been notorious for its biological implausibility even from when it was first used 

in early connectionist networks (Crick, 1989). This leaves us with architecture, which is commonly 

appealed to as biologically inspired, however, even then, the choice of architecture is not separate 

from task considerations (Hasson et al., 2020, p.429). Given this, one can conclude that the model 

to target relation in DNNs is an ambiguous one and that the design of DNNs is not explicitly 

aiming to represent a biological system. Instead, DNNs bear hallmarks of the process described by 

Parkkinen, whereby the similarities between the model and target system must be established after 

the fact. We can see attempts to do this by DNN researchers who work to demonstrate how back-

propagation can be biologically implemented or plausible (Lillicrap, Cownden, et al., 2016; 

Lillicrap, Santoro, et al., 2020). These practices are similar to what Ankeny and Leonelli (2020) 

describe as ‘plausibility building’ where researchers work to demonstrate a model is plausible. If 

DNNs were theoretical models based on Parkkinen’s account, then this process would be 

 

31 Also see Weisberg's (2012) discussion of targetless models.  
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unnecessary. It is because DNNs must have their utility and representational power demonstrated, 

just like animal models, that computational neuroscientists are concerned with showing they are 

biologically plausible.32 

I argue that the notion of plausibility that Ankeny and Leonelli (2020) introduce gives more 

reason to view DNNs as similar to model organisms and Krogh organisms. Ankeny and Leonelli 

introduce plausibility as a measure of when a model organism counts as a good model. They 

recognise biological plausibility as a sociological phenomenon: “what makes an organism-based 

model plausible as a representation depends on the degree to which communities of researchers 

deem the use of the organism as a model for a given phenomenon to be epistemically fruitful and 

justifiable within the broader research environment” (2020, p.52). First, this is a dynamic concept 

of plausibility, where a model can gain or lose plausibility over time. This fits in well with the 

practices that we observe in DNN research where one interpretation of their performance can make 

them seem more plausible but later interpretations may reduce their plausibility. Second, this 

concept of plausibility will be broader than a mechanistic or evidence-based approach to 

determining plausibility since this notion also gives us insight into why and when model organisms 

are viewed as more or less useful to scientific practice.  

A key point in Ankeny and Leonelli’s account of plausibility is that it introduces the 

process of ‘plausibility building’. Since plausibility is a dynamic process, researchers have a 

motivation to try and build up the plausibility of their model over time. For example, Ankeny and 

 

32 A consequence of this is that we might reconsider the importance of interpretability for these models by wondering 

whether model organisms must be interpretable in this way too. For animal models, we require experiments to be 

performed to gain understanding. Similarly, the same neuroscientific methods such as lesioning and anatomical tracing 

can be used in silico on DNNs to make them more interpretable (Lindsay, 2020). 
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Leonelli suggest this happens in the use of mouse models for alcoholism research (Ankeny & 

Leonelli, 2020; Leonelli et al., 2014). Researchers standardised certain key features that would 

represent alcoholism in order to be able to extrapolate mouse model results to human alcoholism. 

These methods and features made the models more plausible despite initial reservations about the 

applicability of mouse models to this phenomenon. A similar process exists in research with 

DNNs. Researchers need to work to demonstrate that DNNs are good representations of biological 

systems and they do this by invoking particular notions of biological plausibility such as ecological 

validity, representational similarity or performance similarities. This can be supplemented by my 

perspectival account of EMR. Since what counts as biologically similar is dependent on a 

researchers’ perspective, researchers may often call on other notions of biological similarity, 

informed by other perspectives to further reinforce the plausibility of their model. Indeed, this is 

one way we might interpret the scientific interest in demonstrating how back-propagation could 

be implemented in the brain. Though this does not concern those who use DNNs as models of the 

brain to investigate performance, these researchers “borrow” the notion of biological similarity 

from other researchers who care about implementation issues to solidify the biological plausibility 

of their model. However, since this is a sociological process, this will often be a negotiation that 

requires different perspectives to compromise on what they take to be sufficient to fulfil their 

notions of biological similarity.  

4.5.2 Other scientific accounts of DNNs 

I have framed my argument around the frequent discussions by scientists describing DNNs 

as artificial model organisms or experimental organisms. However, there are other ways scientists 
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talk about DNN models as well. Here I consider these other proposals and compare them with my 

account.   

Kell and McDermott (2019) propose DNNs should be analysed as similar to ideal observer 

models, or models typically derived to determine optimal performance in a task based on certain 

specifications (Geisler, 2001). As such, a DNN can then be compared to the biological system to 

act as a benchmark for how a task should be performed. Kell and McDermott (2019) accept that 

there are dissimilarities: DNNs are not provably optimal unlike traditional ideal observer models. 

However, there are further issues for the ideal observer model when applied to DNNs. First, DNNs 

are not used as a benchmark for human neural systems, rather vice versa: human behaviour and 

neural predictivity act as benchmarks for the success of DNNs instead of DNNs showing how 

biological systems ought to act. Furthermore, the analogy between a DNN and an organism 

depends on the idea that since the optimization algorithms in the brain have been subject to 

evolutionary pressures, the brain must have found a (locally) optimal solution. Hence the utility of 

DNNs can be justified if they are also optimal (Marblestone et al., 2016). If DNNs are not 

providing optimal solutions, then their utility on the basis of this argument would not be justified.  

A similar issue applies to a proposal advanced by Hasson et al. (2020), which draws on an 

analogy to evolutionary theory. Namely that DNNs are ‘direct-fit models’ which utilize brute-force 

optimization over distilled design principles. Now, whilst evolution may not in fact commit us to 

saying that organisms are optimally adapted (Parker & Smith, 1990), the burden of proof is on the 

direct-fit accounts to spell out the purported analogy between the ‘evolution’ of biological and 

artificial systems in these accounts. While I dismiss treating DNNs as ideal observer models, I 

agree with Kell and McDermott (2019) on the importance of DNN models for revealing task 

constraints, which is compatible with my account of DNNs as Krogh organisms. One issue is that 
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Hasson et al.’s proposal would reject the view that DNNs give us insight into design principles. 

However, as I discussed earlier, this would still leave DNNs open for use as surrogate models or 

exemplary models that help us learn about a target system T.  

Kay (2018) makes an important distinction between functional and mechanistic models,33 

where functional models capture the input-output descriptions of a system and mechanistic models 

try to use parts that correspond to the actual parts of the target system. Lindsay (2020) interprets 

DNNs as mechanistic models, though I argue that DNNs are probably closer to functional or 

phenomenological models striving to be mechanistic ones. In the next chapter, I elaborate on why 

I think we should reject mechanistic interpretations of DNNs by focusing on arguments by Cao 

and Yamins (ms). 

Cichy and Kaiser (2019) emphasise the importance of treating DNNs as exploratory 

models, which can generate new hypotheses about how the brain works; demonstrate the feasibility 

of a particular approach to problem-solving; and assess our characterization of a phenomenon. My 

proposal is compatible with the exploratory power of DNNs and indeed I think constraint-based 

reasoning is a helpful way to make sense of how exploratory models provide information. 

Exploration can help us understand the role of constraints on a phenomenon, which achieves all 

three of Cichy and Kaiser’s goals for exploratory models. First, there is the generation of new 

hypotheses about how the brain works. The engineering of particular solutions to a problem the 

brain also faces can provide inspiration for how the brain might achieve it as well. Second, 

constraint-based reasoning can permit us to demonstrate how a particular approach solves a 

problem. As discussed earlier, the use of the comparative approach serves to identify constraints 

 

33 This echoes an earlier distinction by Luce (1995) between phenomenological and process models, where the former 

treat a phenomenon as a black box in order to describe its patterns of behaviour without the internal structure, and 

process models, which attempt to open the black box by modelling the internal mechanism.  
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connected to particular phenomena and in turn influences our characterization of phenomena or 

forces us to adapt them. Krogh organisms provide a good framework for making sense of what we 

gain from exploratory models.  

4.5.3 Further objections 

4.5.3.1 Objection 1: DNNs are not organisms! 

 

A natural response to my argument in this chapter is to take issue with the comparison 

between DNNs and animal models by highlighting a key difference between the two and argue 

that DNNs are not organisms at all. Ankeny and Leonelli (2020, p.19) argue that model organisms 

cannot be built from scratch in a laboratory because we understand only part of how they work so 

we could never hope to reproduce them. They consider the model organism’s hybrid status, as both 

natural and artifact, to be key to their use. Computational models like DNNs clearly do not share 

this hybrid status. While this is related to their account of model organisms, this objection could 

still hold for my interpretation of DNNs as Krogh organisms as well. Here I offer a few responses 

to this line of argument based on their account.  

First, I contend that model organisms are partial representations and Krogh organisms even 

more so, since they focus on a specific problem rather than a holistic account of an organism. In 

this case, we would not need complete reproduction in a laboratory to fulfill the model’s epistemic 

role. Ankeny and Leonelli (2020) discuss how the representation we get from model organisms is 

not a static mirroring relation. Rather, it is a dynamic process, which is necessarily partial since a 

model organism’s representational power comes from research practices, which establish and 

justify its ability to generalize. It may be the case that model organisms qua natural objects offer 
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more validity ‘for free’ than DNNs. However, as I will expand upon later, model organisms also 

require a significant amount of engineering in order to allow us to make inferences to target 

systems. What this suggests is that the process of establishing relevance and ‘plausibility building’ 

will be particularly important for DNNs.   

Second, I contend that an important reason for the ‘natural’ component of model organisms 

is due to their use as genetic tools. However, I view this as a contingent rather than essential feature 

of model organisms. This puts me at odds with Ankeny and Leonelli who emphasise genetic 

standardisation as an important feature for justifying the use of model organisms. However, 

Ankeny and Leonelli point out that this is partly due to historical reasons: “a genetically based 

approach to understanding cross-species comparison and in turn standardisation was not strictly 

necessary for the conceptualization of the category of model organisms and their use […] for 

reasons that were at least partly contingent, the classical tradition of genetic analysis ended up 

playing an important role” (2020, p.15). If the conceptualization of model organisms does not 

require genetic analysis, then it is possible to conceive of another way to think of model organisms 

divorced from their natural genetic importance. This brings me to my last point.  

Third, Ankeny and Leonelli’s (2020) account focuses mainly on biological cases to support 

their view of model organisms. Perhaps the conception of model organisms in cognitive science, 

especially that of a computational flavour, is different and grounded in other practices. One reason 

to think this is that, while biology relies on a stricter natural/artificial distinction, cognitive 

scientists frequently seem comfortable collapsing or blurring this distinction. As I discussed in 

chapter 2, computational neuroscience has its own set of assumptions that license this, namely the 

belief that both computers and brains can be analysed solely in terms of information processing, 

thus abstracting away from lower-level details.  
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If one still remains unconvinced on this issue, then I note that Ankeny and Leonelli also 

suggest that model organisms need not be the only scientific models that will have the key features 

of wide representational scope and target (2020, p.12). To this end, if you want to reject thinking 

of DNNs as model organisms or Krogh organisms on the basis that they are not organisms, then 

you can take my argument as suggesting that DNNs are a kind of model that display the same key 

characteristics of model and Krogh organisms with regards to representational scope and target.  

4.5.3.2 Objection 2: Model/Krogh organisms are not engineered! 

 

Another concern is that a key difference between model or Krogh organisms and their 

artificial counterparts is that the animal models are not engineered. However, I contend that there 

are many ways in which animal models, particularly those used as model or Krogh organisms, are, 

in fact, engineered as well.  

First of all, there is a kind of pragmatic engineering, namely the way in which selection of 

animals will depend on a variety of pragmatic factors to make experimenting on them easier. 

Dietrich et al. (2019) provide a set of twenty criteria that guide organism choice, which shows the 

selection of particular organisms is not a coincidence but partly dependent on researcher goals. In 

particular, animal model organisms will not necessarily be picked based on what is most 

representative of human behavioural or neural patterns. Rather, other factors such as what makes 

it easiest to investigate particular phenomenon will play a determining role.  
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Second, genetic standardisation is a hallmark of many model organisms, resulting in a 

standard strain used for research that establishes little variability across experiments.34 Many 

features of model organisms are the product of human intervention, as they are developed to 

possess features valued by researchers. This too involves a form of engineering. Leonelli (2007) 

traces this process of standardisation for one of the most popular plant model organisms, 

Arabidopsis thaliana. Ankeny and Leonelli are even more explicit: “though of course model 

organisms have their origins in the wild, they are in fact constructed through a diverse range of 

practices” (2020, p.11). A key point in these analyses is that the preparation required to make 

model organisms useful for research makes them into technical artifacts.  

Another kind of standardisation arises through behavioural engineering, or the 

modification of behaviour to accommodate experimental investigation. I discussed how this 

applies to DNN research but it also features in animal model research too. The artificiality of 

laboratory environments has long been recognised as imposing limits on ecological validity. 

Canguilhem notes,  

“we must not forget that the laboratory itself constitutes a new environment in which life 

certainly establishes norms whose extrapolation does not work without risk when removed 

from the conditions to which these norms relate[…] it is not possible that the ways of life 

 

34 Ankeny and Leonelli: “more specifically, model organisms have particular experimental characteristics that are 

closely related to their power as genetic tools: they typically have small physical and genomic sizes, short generation 

times, short life cycles, high fertility rates, and often high mutation rates or high susceptibility to simple techniques 

for genetic modification. Furthermore, they have been developed using complex processes of standardisation that 

allow the establishment of a standard strain which then serves as the basis of future research. The standard strain, often 

paradoxically referred to as “wild type,” is a token organism developed through various laboratory techniques (ranging 

from cross-breeding to genetic manipulation) so that it possesses features valued by researchers and can be reproduced 

with the least possible variability across generations, for example through cloning.” (2012, p.13) 
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in the laboratory fail to retain any specificity in their relationship to the place and moment 

of the experiment” (1989, p.85).  

One way in which laboratory norms are imposed is in the modification of the environmental 

context that animals find themselves in. Indeed Ankeny and Leonelli contend that the 

standardisation of a model organism’s environment that is achieved in the laboratory is the 

“biggest source of uniformity” (2020, p.24). Concerns about the artificiality of laboratory of 

environments have been raised by cognitive ethologists who challenge that laboratory experiments 

can directly provide information about natural behaviour in real-world scenarios. For example, 

Kingstone et al. (2008) point to two underlying assumptions of laboratory research: the invariance 

assumption, which assumes that cognition is invariant and regular across different situations and 

the control assumption, which assumes that one can strip context away from laboratory 

experiments without compromising what one is measuring. They argue that the principle of 

invariance cannot and should not be assumed since “based on laboratory findings alone, it is not 

possible to know whether mechanisms that appear invariant in the laboratory environment will 

survive outside the lab” (ibid., p.319). They call for the need to first study how people behave in 

natural environments before moving investigation into the lab.  

The proposals for caution regarding inferences made from laboratory experiments is 

reinforced by research showing that there are behavioural differences between animals in the 

laboratory and in the wild. Calisi and Bentley (2009) discuss ways in which laboratory animals 

may not be the “same” animal as those in the wild. They focus on how the laboratory environment 

can especially affect experiments on endocrinology and behaviour. For example, changes in diet 

and social dynamics of the laboratory animals affects brain morphology and the behaviour of 

animals. As Kingstone et al. (2008) argue, scientists have reason to give up the invariance 
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assumption that animals are acting exactly as they would in the wild. Overall, this work raises 

important questions about what can be extrapolated from laboratory experiments alone and 

whether this may pose challenges for the representational power of model organisms. However, 

regardless of the answer to those questions, this demonstrates that there are significant ways in 

which there is behavioural modification in laboratory environments so behavioural engineering 

occurs for animal models too. In summary, there are important ways that animal models used in 

research as model organisms or Krogh organisms are engineered.  

One consequence of establishing animal models as engineered is that it may challenge the 

application of standard accounts of multiple realization to these cases. Instead, this gives further 

reason to apply EMR to conceptualise this research as scientists engineering animal model systems 

to realize a function. The engineering of model organisms fits this narrative. Scientists treat animal 

models in ways that they see as better placed for generating scientific knowledge even if, in doing 

so, the animal models do not really represent how things occur in the wild.  

4.6 Conclusion 

In this paper, I sought to answer two questions regarding deep neural networks. First, what 

kind of model is a DNN? I concluded that DNNs are artificial Krogh organisms, whereby their 

open-ended representational scope is treated as an empirical question in scientific work. Second, 

what kind of inferences can be drawn from these DNN models? To answer this, I connected two 

epistemic strategies for exemplary and surrogate Krogh organisms and showed how they support 

constraint-based inferences as well as reflecting on their limitations. While there are still important 

distinctions to be made between animal model organisms and artificial counterparts, I point to 
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significant parallels that suggest how neuroscientists treat animal model organisms and Krogh 

organisms can provide lessons for how to understand what DNNs do for computational 

neuroscientists. Furthermore, I related Krogh organisms to the EMR framework I provided in the 

previous chapter to show how the use of model organism is better understood in the framework of 

EMR rather than in traditional multiple realization frameworks. This could undermine some of the 

ways animal model research is used to support ascriptions of traditional multiple realization. To 

conclude, my account provides a strong motivation for why computational neuroscientists 

engineer artificial organisms and offers further insight into the role that DNNs play within 

neuroscience.  
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5.0 A criticism of (some) mechanistic interpretations of DNNs in computational 

neuroscience 

Current neurobiology is like somebody coming in with shelves and shelves of transistor 

manuals and saying, “See, this is how, this is what the world reduces to.” And you say, 

“But tell me how to put them together.” […] whatever the biologists are discovering tells 

you nothing about the nature of the system. I mean, the components don’t tell you anything 

about what the system does, only how it works. So, from my point of view, I’m a strong 

supporter even if I’m not a sympathizer or participant in artificial intelligence. Forget 

about biological preoccupation with receptors and transmitters and magic molecules. You 

take that for granted as mechanism, but the process of a system is a different thing from 

its mechanism. 

~Lettvin (2000), p.15 

 

In this chapter, I survey the current debate on mechanistic explanation and multiple 

realizability in computational neuroscience. In particular, I argue against some recent proposals 

interpreting DNNs as providing mechanistic explanations. In section 1, I provide an overview of 

the literature on mechanistic explanation in computational neuroscience and the role that multiple 

realization has played in these discussions. In section 2, I identify how the denial of multiple 

realization is a key premise in Cao and Yamins’ argument for a mechanistic interpretation of DNN 

models. In section 3, I present two forms of MR that Cao and Yamins’ may wish to deny for DNNs 

and show that both cases do, in fact, appear to be multiply realized, according to my account of 

EMR. In section 4, I argue the reason that the denial of MR fails in this case is due to an 

underdetermination argument that can be made for current DNN research, which means that we 

can’t identify what features are most relevant for the success of DNNs. I end by discussing why 

this underdetermination argument still allows us to engage in constraint-based reasoning and 

explanation showing that DNNs can provide non-mechanistic explanations. I conclude that my 
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argument gives us reason to re-evaluate the emerging consensus in the literature that DNNs are 

mechanistic models.  

5.1 Mechanist interpretations of DNNs in neuroscience 

Mechanistic explanation has established itself as a dominant framework for explanation in 

neuroscience (Craver, 2007; Kaplan & Craver, 2011; Machamer, Darden, & Craver, 2000; 

Milkowski, 2013). While there is discussion of whether computation itself can be understood in 

mechanistic terms (Piccinini, 2015), here I am mainly concerned with how models are used in 

computational neuroscience and whether these models provide mechanistic explanations. This is 

a topic of ongoing debate.  

The standard way that mechanists make sense of how models can provide mechanistic 

explanations is by proposing a model-to-mechanism-mapping, otherwise known as 3M (Kaplan, 

2011; Kaplan & Craver, 2011).35 3M states that for a model to provide a successful explanation: 

a) “The variables in the model correspond to components, activities, properties, and 

organizational features of the target mechanism that produces, maintains, or underlies 

the phenomenon, and 

b) The (perhaps mathematical) dependencies posited among these variables in the model 

correspond to the (perhaps quantifiable) causal relations among the components of 

the target mechanism” (Kaplan, 2011, p.347).  

 

35 Though see also Hochstein (2016) for a useful discussion on two different understandings of mechanistic 

explanation in the literature and how they apply to modelling.  
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Some have pointed to specific examples of computational models in neuroscience to argue that 

they resist a mechanistic analysis. Chirimuuta (2014, 2018) discusses various examples of research 

in computational neuroscience that are resistant to mechanistic interpretations. Weiskopf (2016) 

uses the case of integrative cognitive models to argue against a mechanistic analysis, endorsing a 

model pluralism and dispensing with the assumption that there is a unique causal structure. 

Mechanists have responded defending mechanistic explanation against these challenges 

(Bantegnie, 2017; Kaplan, 2017).  

In one of these responses, Kaplan (2017) argues that the legitimacy of mechanistic 

explanation in computational neuroscience is not threatened by multiple realizability. Kaplan’s 

target here is the purported multiple realization of Canonical Neural Computations (CNCs) 

discussed in Chirimuuta (2014). CNCs are neural computations that are repeated and combined in 

different ways across the brain, with linear filtering and normalization serving as illustrative 

examples (Carandini, 2012; Carandini & Heeger, 2012). Since these CNCs are not closely linked 

to biophysics, they are “less likely to map one-to-one onto a biophysical circuit” (Carandini, 2012, 

p.508). Thus CNCs could be implemented by different biophysical mechanisms making them 

multiply realized (Chirimuuta, 2014).36 Chirimuuta argues that CNCs do not sit well with the 

central commitments of the mechanistic approach. First, because CNCs are models that do not 

map onto components of a mechanism, thereby failing to satisfy 3M. Second, because CNCs show 

that the assumption that “more details are better” (MDB) need not apply for computational 

explanations. In particular, a mechanistic interpretation will fail to capture the explanatory power 

 

36 It is worth noting that Chirimuuta (2014) makes clear she endorses a weak version of MR, where “computational 

properties of neural systems… appear to be partially independent of their mechanistic realizers” (148) for CNCs. This 

remark suggests an implicit perspectivism of MR, as was highlighted in §2.3. 
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of CNCs: “any digging down to more mechanistic detail would simply lead us to miss the presence 

of CNC’s entirely, because of their many different realizations” (Chirimuuta, 2014, p.140).  

Because of this, Chirimuuta argues that CNCs fail to be accommodated by the mechanistic 

framework and should be understood as minimal model explanations.  

In his response to Chirimuuta, Kaplan (2017) argues that MR considerations are not 

relevant to assessing the adequacy of a mechanistic explanation. He interprets a key premise of 

Chirimuuta’s argument to be: 

(M) “If a given phenomenon is multiply realizable, then a model of that phenomenon will 

not satisfy 3M” (p.173). 

Kaplan argues that (M) is false since MR considerations are not relevant to assessing the adequacy 

of a mechanistic explanation – a multiply realized phenomenon can still satisfy 3M and therefore 

warrant mechanistic models. To understand this better, let us consider the details of Kaplan’s 

argument. In abstract, Kaplan distinguishes between narrow and wide scope mechanistic 

explanations. Narrow mechanistic explanations are local and thus may just be explanatory of a 

particular realization of a phenomenon. In contrast, wide-scope explanations are more general and 

unify all known systems realizing that phenomenon. He provides examples of two different 

mechanistic models of sound localisation in birds and mammals. Then, he argues that each of these 

mechanistic models individually satisfy 3M and thus are adequate mechanistic explanations of the 

multiply realized phenomenon of sound localisation. They fail to be wide-scope explanations since 

neither one of these mechanistic models can subsume or explain the phenomenon of sound 

localisation in the other species. However, they both succeed in being local narrow-scope 

mechanistic explanations for birds and mammals respectively. Thus, Kaplan claims we can dismiss 

(M) since, even though sound localisation is multiply realized, we can still develop models of 
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sound localisation that satisfy the model-to-mechanism condition and provide narrow mechanistic 

explanations.37 

While Kaplan’s argument does not fully address Chirimuuta’s argument based on CNCs 

(since she does not take MR to be the only reason that CNCs fail to be mechanistic), his paper still 

serves to illustrate one perspective a mechanist could take on whether multiple realization affects 

mechanistic interpretations of computational models. However, I contend that Kaplan’s argument 

appears to leave room to accept multiple realization and non-mechanistic models. Based on 

Kaplan’s terms, even if we grant that there could be local narrow-scope mechanistic models of a 

multiply realized phenomenon, this still does not account for the explanatory force of the CNC 

that is multiply realized. In denying (M), Kaplan has shown that if a given phenomenon is multiply 

realizable, there can still be some mechanistic models of the phenomenon that satisfy 3M. But he 

seems to suggest that anything that satisfies 3M here will be a narrow-scope mechanistic model. 

This does not eliminate the possibility that there are wide-scope models, albeit models that don’t 

satisfy 3M, that could feature in non-mechanistic explanations. Perhaps anticipating this line of 

argument, Kaplan argues that we should not prioritise wide-scope explanations over the narrow-

scope mechanistic ones. However, we need not view the wide-scope explanation as a “better” 

explanation in order to acknowledge that it is providing a different explanatory role to the narrow-

scope mechanistic explanations. This is reflected in Dewhurst & Lee's (2021) analysis of the 

disagreement between Chirimuuta and Kaplan. They claim the disagreement can be dissolved by 

interpreting the interlocutors as adopting different stances: Chirimuuta is adopting a design stance, 

 

37 Note that another potential route for the mechanist is to argue that computational explanations are mechanism 

sketches (Piccinini 2015). However, see Polger and Shapiro (2016, p.160) for some commentary on the tension 

between the view that computational explanations are mechanism sketches and the view that computation is realizer-

independent.  
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asking what a computation is for, while Kaplan adopts a mechanistic stance, asking how 

computations realize their function. In summary, I claim it is still legitimate to ask after the 

explanatory purpose of the wide-scope models of a multiply realized phenomenon, which is what 

I believe some philosophers think of Deep Neural Networks. 

The use of DNNs in neuroscience has not been immune to mechanistic readings and, 

though philosophical work on this is in early stages, there seems to be a fast-emerging consensus 

on a mechanistic interpretation (Buckner, 2018; Cao & Yamins, ms; Stinson, 2018, 2020, Ritchie, 

ms). In this paper, I argue against this trend by specifically charting how multiple realization is 

being invoked in this debate. In contrast to Kaplan, I claim that the denial of multiple realization 

plays an important role in some recent arguments for interpreting DNNs as providing mechanistic 

explanations, precisely because DNNs aim for wide-scope explanations that attempt to unify 

different systems that realize a phenomenon. I focus on Cao and Yamins as a central example to 

illustrate my argument. In Cao & Yamins (ms), they have two aims:  

a) Propose a new model-to-mechanism-mapping 3M++ to show how DNNs provide 

mechanistic explanations contra claims that DNNs lack biological realism, 

b) Demonstrate how constraint-based reasoning makes DNNs intelligible contra claims 

that DNNs lack interpretability.  

While these aims can be understood separately, Cao and Yamins also combine them by 

presenting a no-miracles argument for the explanatory capacities of DNNs to match structure to 

function. In response to concerns about the lack of interpretability of DNNs, Cao and Yamins 

argue that we can understand these models through constraints that place restrictions on the types 

of possible solutions to difficult problems. They propose two forms of constraints: behavioural 

constraints and architectural constraints. Then, Cao and Yamins use constraints as a way to justify 
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a mechanistic mapping relation with analogy to the no-miracles argument, “if the constraints[…] 

were completely wrong, it would be a kind of miracle for the model satisfying those constraints to 

nonetheless get the predictions for intermediate-level neural activity right” (p.18). Cao and Yamins 

propose, since the model’s success is not a miracle, then the successful prediction is due to 

similarity between the DNN models and brain regions responsible for the same functional 

capacities. In summary, the predictive success of DNNs is taken to be evidence for the mapping 

required for mechanistic explanation.  

Unlike the examples that Kaplan concerns himself with, Cao & Yamins are engaged in the 

project of defending DNNs as both wide-scope explanations and mechanistic explanations. In 

other words, the DNN is not just a model of human object recognition but a generic model of 

object recognition applying to all or several object recognition systems. This aligns with both 

Buckner (2018) and Stinson (2018, 2020) who interpret neural network models in neuroscience as 

generic or idealised mechanisms. I contend that, once we are talking about wide-scope 

explanations, Kaplan’s argument no longer holds. In fact, as I will show in the next section, Cao 

& Yamins’ argument relies on claims about multiple realization in order to succeed. 

5.2 Multiple realization and the no-miracles argument 

As I outlined in §5.1, Cao and Yamins present a no-miracles argument to defend their 

mechanistic mapping relation between DNNs and the brain. In this section, I will demonstrate how 

this argument relies on a denial of MRT – the multiple realization thesis. In other words, the no-

miracles argument that supports a mechanistic reading of DNNs relies on the realized function of 

object classification not being multiply realizable or, at least, having very few realizations.  
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Intuitively, this link between no-miracles arguments and MRT is not surprising since no-

miracles arguments seem to only work if you think there are very few ways for the outcome taken 

to be a “miracle” to occur. For example, consider a case where you find yourself at a new restaurant 

you’ve never been to before and you order a burger. As you start eating, your friend asks you what 

you think the burger is made of. Since you think the burger has the same appearance, taste and 

texture as every burger you have had made of meat in the past, you exclaim it would be a miracle 

if this burger wasn’t made of meat too, and you conclude that it is made of meat. As it happens, 

unknown to you, the restaurant you are at is a vegan restaurant and the burger is not made of meat 

but one of many vegan meat substitutes. Say you knew that the restaurant was vegan and were 

well-versed in the various meat substitutes that still had the same appearance, taste and texture of 

meat, the appeal of the no-miracles argument would be substantially diminished. In that scenario, 

you wouldn’t consider the burger having the same appearance, taste and texture of meat as reason 

to conclude that the burger must be made of meat because you would know the same taste and 

texture can be multiply realized by non-meat alternatives. Once you are aware of this multiple 

realization, then the no-miracles argument doesn’t work. It is only if you are in a situation where 

you believe the texture and taste is not multiply realized that the no-miracles argument would be 

convincing.  

A similar assumption is underlying Cao and Yamins’ no-miracles argument. They suggest 

that with respect to tasks like object recognition, “we are closer to the first extreme… where there 

are few solutions, or perhaps only one, so that systems that succeed at the task are forced to have 

certain features” (p.18). Cao and Yamins justify this assumption by appealing to the tasks the 

DNNs must solve as “difficult predictions”. I reconstruct their argument as the following: 

P1) The human brain can solve tasks such as object recognition.  
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P2) Object recognition is a “difficult” prediction task, which can only be solved in a very 

small number of ways, i.e.) object recognition is not multiply realized. 

P3) Some DNNs can solve object recognition tasks.  

P4) Given P2, it is reasonable to assume that humans and DNNs are solving the task in a 

mechanistically similar way. 

C) Thus there will be a model-to-mechanism mapping between brains and DNNs.  

Premise 2 – the premise that denies multiple realization - is crucial for their argument. They claim 

that the task of object recognition is a difficult prediction task. So in order to solve a difficult task, 

it is expected that fulfilling a functional goal would end up determining other parts of the system, 

in this case, securing the model-to-mechanism mapping. If we weren’t in the extreme case with 

few solutions and instead there were several solutions to the problem (i.e., if there was multiple 

realization), then the inference to a mapping between model and mechanism would no longer be 

secure. Just as I suggested with the vegan burger example, you need the denial of multiple 

realization to get this no-miracles argument to work.  

Though Cao and Yamins never phrase their argument in terms of multiple realization, their 

premise 2 is analogous to Shapiro’s (2004) mutual constraint thesis (MCT), which he offers as a 

competing hypothesis to multiple realization. MCT is the thesis that “there are few distinct kinds 

of brains that can actually produce human-like psychological capacities” (p.106). To support this, 

Shapiro (2004) argues that human minds are subject to several constraints that limit the amount of 

phenotypic variation across realizers. The consequence of this is convergent evolution where there 

will be few structures that realize a particular function. He emphasises that “the more complex a 

system [is], the more constraints it will face” (p.86) – where the human brain is taken to be one 

such complex system. Cao and Yamins’ framing of premise 2 is very similar: “having more 
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constraints (again, all else equal) means fewer systems that satisfy those constraints[…] If it turns 

out that our object categorization task is difficult, then it is likely that any system that can 

successfully perform will have just the right set of features, arranged in just the right ways.” (p.22) 

Cao & Yamins even explicitly describe this as “something similar [to] convergent evolution in 

nature” (p.22) – again convergent evolution is taken to be evidence against MRT. Since Cao & 

Yamins’ P2 commits them to a form of MCT, then it will also commit them to a denial of MRT 

based on Shapiro’s characterisation.  

Here one might respond that Cao & Yamins are not talking about MRT in the same way 

that Shapiro is since the latter is discussing implementation, while Cao & Yamins are talking about 

differences about computational strategies. However, as I argued in chapter 2, the traditional 

understanding of multiple realization purely in terms of implementation is inadequate to account 

for the scientific practice of engineering realizers of a function. Instead, I offered an explicitly 

perspectival account of Engineered Multiple Realization (EMR), where multiple realization 

depends on the notion of biological similarity being used, the methodology for modelling the 

system and the assumed goals of successful EMR. This perspectivism means that there are 

different forms of MR that centre different kinds of biological similarity. On this account, we can 

interpret Cao & Yamins as referring to particular forms of MR that do not focus on implementation 

as the central kind of biological similarity. Perhaps one could reject my account of EMR as 

applicable here. However, I think that aspects of EMR are already implicit in Cao and Yamins’ 

paper. Early on, they note, “to suppose any model system (even a biological one) could be similar 

to a target brain is to have already accepted that some differences may be safely ignored” (p.4). 

For the purposes of their discussion, they are prioritising certain constraints and forms of biological 

similarity but they admit there are others one could prioritise. For example, the fact that DNNs and 
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brains are made of different materials means there are metabolic constraints restricting neural 

architecture, or that brains are subject to evolution means that there are historical developmental 

constraints DNNs won’t be subject to. Thus, there is implicit recognition that both scientists and 

philosophers pick what kinds of multiple realization are relevant for the investigation or argument 

at hand. In order to evaluate Cao & Yamins’ denial of MRT in this case, we need to specify what 

forms of MR are relevant to support their argument.  

5.3 Why we can’t deny MR for DNNs 

In this section, I establish two forms of MR as the targets of Cao & Yamins’ argument and 

consider each in turn to show there isn’t clear evidence in favour of denying either form of MR. 

As I discussed in chapter 3, the use of DNNs falls under what I call the performance-driven 

approach. On this approach, the initial biologically relevant feature is to assess the performance 

and behavioural features of a model. From there, researchers then look to connect these models to 

other biologically similar features, such as by observing whether there is representational similarity 

between the brain and DNNs. For Cao & Yamins’ argument, they are relying on the lack of MR 

with respect to behaviour and representations (i.e. claiming that DNNs and brains perform 

functions in similar ways and use similar representations) in order to bolster their conclusion of 

mechanistic similarity between brains and DNNs. Here I provide evidence against the similarity 

of DNNs and brains in terms of behaviour and representations.  

First, I consider behaviour – are DNNs and brains behaviourally similar? In Cao & Yamins’ 

paper, they discuss one biological constraint that DNNs adhere to – a behavioural constraint based 

on object recognition performance. If humans and DNNs perform object recognition in similar 
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ways, then it supports Cao & Yamins’ denial of MR and thus P2 in their no-miracles argument. 

However, this behavioural constraint could be interpreted in two different ways: i) an accuracy 

threshold in attaining similar levels of correct categorisation as humans or ii) as DNNs exhibiting 

similar categorisation strategies as humans. There is evidence of i) since one could argue DNNs 

do meet accuracy thresholds in object categorisation similar to those of humans. However, I take 

it that Cao & Yamins would need ii) in order to show there is no MR at the behavioural level. But 

we cannot take evidence of i) as evidence for ii). As Geirhos, Meding, & Wichmann (2020) show, 

i) and ii) come apart. In their paper, Geirhos et al. use a form of statistical analysis called ‘error 

consistency’ to compare strategies used by different systems by looking at the kinds of errors they 

make. Their results show that different DNNs are very consistent in the types of errors they make, 

providing evidence that they rely on similar strategies. In contrast, when humans and DNNs are 

compared, their error consistency is only slightly better than what would be predicted by chance 

alone, providing evidence that they rely on very different strategies. An additional interesting 

outcome of their analysis is that they also compare CORnet, a recurrent neural network that is 

considered “most brain-like” according to Brain-Score,38 on error consistency. They find that 

CORnet does not do any better than the non-recurrent feedforward convolutional neural networks 

on error consistency and also that CORnet is very similar to the feedforward convolutional neural 

networks in terms of error consistency. This implies that even “brain-like” DNNs are still 

considered to use strategies more similar to other DNNs than to humans. Therefore, if we are 

interested in the behaviour of DNNs, it is clear there is multiple realization to the extent that they 

use different strategies from humans.  

 

38 Brain-Score is a set of neural and behavioural benchmarks used to assess DNNs on their similarity to the brain for 

object recognition tasks (Schrimpf et al., 2018). 
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Second, I consider representations – do DNNs and brains use similar representations? Here 

at first, it appears there is good news for Cao & Yamins’ view. Many of the successes attributed 

to DNN models rely on methods such as representational similarity analysis, which allow 

comparisons between humans and DNNs to be based on how “similar” the representation matrices 

are. These results have been used to bolster claims of the similarity between humans and DNNs. 

However, Mehrer et al. (2020) demonstrate that we cannot guarantee that DNN models can stand 

in for human internal neural representations. In this paper, the authors show that DNNs of the same 

network architecture can result in significant individual differences in representations that emerge 

from the initial random weights of a network. While they recommend some ways to reduce these 

individual differences, they conclude that there is a strong negative relationship between task 

performance and representational consistency. Thus, computational neuroscientists should not rely 

on single networks as models of the brain because the good or bad fit they observe could actually 

occur due to random weight initialisation instead of an alignment between the network and the 

brain. Interestingly, Mehrer et al (2020) conclude that scientists should treat DNNs like 

experimental participants and analyse them in groups instead of focusing on individual models.  

By challenging the representational similarity between brains and DNNs, this result poses 

a problem for Cao & Yamins and indeed any account that seeks to interpret DNNs as providing a 

monistic mechanistic explanation. This scientific result lines up with philosophical arguments 

against a monistic view of mechanistic explanation. Hochstein (2016) provides a compelling 

argument for why individual models rarely provide mechanistic explanations and that instead 

mechanistic explanation is distributed over sets of scientific models. On his view, mechanistic 

explanations are often fragmented. They will draw on various features of different models in a set 

to support inferences to a mechanistic explanation rather than integrating all the models into one 
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unified model providing a mechanistic explanation. Others have also emphasised the potential for 

perspectival mechanistic approaches (Dewhurst & Lee, 2021; Kaestner, 2018). I am sympathetic 

to a more pluralist account of mechanistic explanation.39 Indeed, I agree with Hochstein that this 

pluralist account fits better with scientific practice, where scientists view DNN models as 

experimental participants and organisms (Firestone, 2020; Mehrer et al., 2020).40 However, I 

question whether this is sufficient to fulfil the need for wide-scope explanatory features that are 

present in computational modelling cases. Hochstein’s plurality of models seems more in line with 

the narrow-scope mechanisms that Kaplan describes rather than showing how computational 

models may inform the wide-scope explanations that are being made in scientific practice. For a 

wide-scope mechanistic interpretation such as Cao and Yamins’ proposal, the evidence that there 

may be MR at the representational level makes it difficult to defend a model-to-mechanism 

mapping.  

To conclude, I’ve given two reasons that Cao & Yamins could struggle to support P2 by 

denying the multiple realization thesis. First, I suggested that there are differences in performance 

strategies between humans and DNNs, which means we can’t deny MRT. Second, I suggested that 

the lack of representational similarity supports MRT.  

 

39 As well as pluralist accounts of integration in neuroscience, see Sullivan (2017).  

 
40 As an aside, I think pluralist accounts could also be compatible with my account of interpreting DNNs as Krogh 

organisms if these sometimes contribute information and relevant features for a mechanistic explanation.  
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5.4 Underdetermination argument 

So far I have presented evidence that contradicts Cao & Yamins’ claims that there is no 

form of MR in the difficult prediction tasks DNNs perform. In this section, I argue this stems from 

a more fundamental issue plaguing current mechanistic interpretations of DNNs. Namely, that the 

success of DNNs does not determine what feature or features are most important for their success. 

This is an underdetermination argument, whereby the type of biological similarity we can infer 

between brains and DNNs is underdetermined by the predictive success of DNNs.  

While the no-miracles argument Cao and Yamins present is meant to be evidence of the 

successful identification of the mechanism of the brain, their argument rests on the assumption 

that this mechanism or the components of the architecture of DNNs is the sole or most important 

contributor to their success. This is in line with Buckner's (2018) argument that architectural 

features can explain why deep convolutional neural networks perform so well, which he believes 

results in them being better suited to depict the generic mechanism responsible for these functions 

in the brain. Cao & Yamins rely on constraints as a way to support this assumption. For a 

mechanistic interpretation to hold, you would need to be able to conclude that the performance of 

DNNs determines facts about the underlying mechanism. However, Weiskopf (2011) argues this 

reasoning is misguided since all this suggests is that evolution can lead to common functional 

characteristics and “the presence of a particular functional characteristic does not necessarily entail 

the presence of any particular physical mechanism” (p.240). One could argue that the situation for 

DNNs is not as dire as Weiskopf suggests. For example, in chapter 3, I showed that DNN 

researchers make use of an iterative strategy that attempts to make models and targets more 

biologically similar. The question still remains though: does the use of an iterative strategy for 

DNNs guarantee mechanistic similarity? I argue here that, given the current state of DNN research, 
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it is hard to isolate which features actually account for their predictive success. This is not to 

categorically rule out that their success is due to mechanistic similarity but here I will provide 

some examples of alternative ‘auxiliary’ features that could be responsible instead. 

To demonstrate this, let’s consider Khaligh-Razavi and Kriegeskorte (2014), a classic 

example of the predictive success of DNNs that is frequently cited in the “manifestos” of DNN 

use in neuroscience. In their paper, they show that DNNs can successfully predict and explain 

neural activity in IT. This seems like unequivocally good news for advocates of DNNs supporting 

their claim that DNNs are more similar to human and primate representational spaces than 

conventional vision models. However, the analysis of Khaligh-Razavi and Kriegeskorte (2014) is 

much more nuanced. The key difference they emphasise between the traditional computer vision 

models they test and the DNNs is that the latter benefit from intensive supervised training on large, 

labelled image datasets. This suggests that, in addition to the success of DNNs being due to the 

potential biological similarity in terms of the mechanism, task training is a crucial factor for the 

results they acquire. This is further reinforced in Kriegeskorte (2015): “task training of neural 

networks with millions of labelled images currently provides much stronger constraints than 

neurophysiological data do on the space of candidate models. Indeed, the recent successes at 

predicting brain representations of novel natural images are largely driven by task training” (p.17). 

Khaligh-Razavi and Kriegeskorte (2014) provide several cautions about overinterpreting their 

results, emphasising the dissimilarities between their DNN, which is a feedforward model, and the 

visual system, which is recurrent. We should have similar caution in concluding that the success 

of DNNs is evidence of profound biological similarities with the brain. Since Khaligh-Razavi and 

Kriegeskorte (2014) are using explicit training and fitting, this study can’t tell us why brain 

regions, such as IT, has the particular representational categories it does (between animate and 
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inanimate objects) over other options (between human and animal faces). What I take from this is 

not that we should view the predictive success of DNNs as exclusively telling us about a potential 

mechanistic mapping but that it tells us something about the significance of potential constraints 

on realizers, such as tasks and training.   

The takeaway is that architectural features alone cannot explain the performance of DNNs. 

Ultimately, we should also carefully consider the role of the dataset in shaping performance. Other 

work by the Geirhos lab reinforces this by showing the role that datasets play in how DNNs 

perform. When Geirhos et al. (2019) found that DNNs relied more on texture rather than shape to 

categorise objects, they adjusted the dataset to prompt the DNN to rely more on texture. In this 

case, it would be wrong to use a no-miracles argument to suggest that the success of the DNN is 

due to architectural similarities without including the way in which the dataset contributes. This is 

particularly clear when we consider failures of DNNs used in everyday circumstances too. For 

example, in Buolamwini & Gebru's (2017) survey of commercial image datasets and gender 

classification systems, they show how the datasets are largely composed of images of lighter-

skinned subjects resulting in darker-skinned women being frequently misclassified. Clearly, the 

dataset needs to be given significant weight in considering DNN performance, a sentiment shared 

by Khaligh-Razavi and Kriegeskorte (2014). This is also reflected by an increasing interest 

amongst DNN researchers to develop more ecologically or ethologically valid datasets as a way 

to improve performance (Cadena et al., 2019; Mehrer et al., 2021). 

Another example which serves to illustrate my claim that performance cannot guarantee a 

particular form of biological similarity is research done using DNNs as models for the human 

auditory pathway. In Thompson et al. (2021), researchers train convolutional neural networks 

(CNNs) on auditory recognition tasks and then investigate how they compare to the human 
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auditory pathway. While the performance of the CNNs correlates with increased representational 

similarity to fMRI activity in the brain, they do not find evidence of a similar representational 

hierarchy, as has been shown for DNNs used as models for the visual system. For the auditory 

case, rather than shallower (or deeper) layers corresponding to earlier (or later) regions, all regions 

are most similar to one layer of the CNN, the first fully connected layer. The authors suggest their 

results add nuance to earlier research, such as Kell et al. (2018), that suggests DNNs trained on 

auditory tasks do replicate a representational hierarchy. In particular, Thompson et al. trained 

networks for triphone recognition tasks while Kell et al. trained on words. For the purposes of my 

discussion, it is important that in this case, even though the performance of DNNs is still at human-

level, the researchers are aware that this does not guarantee biological similarity in terms of 

representations. Furthermore, perhaps unsurprisingly, the ability to predict neural activity also 

does not imply that the models are using the same representations or the same strategies as humans. 

This reflects a broader issue with the use of benchmarks, which cannot guarantee that performance 

is achieved in the same way (Evans, Malhotra, & Bowers, 2021). What is apparent from these 

examples is that decisions about task, training, and datasets will also contribute to important 

differences between brains and DNNs.   

This scientific research highlights the underdetermination of mechanistic similarity by 

evidence based on performance, which makes it difficult to categorically deny the empirical 

possibility of multiple realization in these cases. Because of this underdetermination, it is clear we 

should be exceedingly wary about drawing conclusions from performance to any particular sort of 

biological similarity, for example about the underlying mechanism, without considering how other 

factors can be controlled for. This suggests that contra Cao and Yamins’ no-miracles argument, a 
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DNN’s success in “difficult” prediction tasks is not enough to secure a model-to-mechanism 

mapping.  

5.5 Responses to the underdetermination argument 

In earlier chapters, I have argued that we should view DNNs as providing constraint-based 

explanations. One might wonder whether constraint-based explanations could still be subsumed 

under the mechanistic framework. Indeed Cao and Yamins (ms) acknowledge that part of what 

makes DNNs intelligible is constraint-based reasoning, where constraints “place strong restrictions 

on the types of possible solutions that will produce it, and what the common characteristics of all 

such solutions are” (p.17). As I alluded to earlier, they suggest DNNs adhere to two biological 

constraints – a behavioural constraint based on object recognition performance and an architectural 

constraint based on the HCNN class of models. Based on the underdetermination argument I have 

presented here; I don’t think the mechanist can go from a no-miracles argument about the need for 

certain constraints to a claim about mechanistic similarity. It is possible to view constraint-based 

explanations as providing information about constraints that could then be used in a mechanistic 

explanation, however, based on the evidence discussed in this paper, that is not currently the case 

for DNN research. Instead, I think that DNNs are providing constraint-based explanations without 

the need to commit to mechanistic models.  

Consider, for instance, how DNNs can inform us about law-like constraints. Spelling out 

how DNNs provide a window into law-based constraints is part of making clear how they provide 

wide-scope explanations. Mechanists already seem to have acknowledged the role of law-like 

constraints. For example, Stinson (2018) provides several examples of connectionist modellers 
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discussing constraints in terms of design or general principles with Buckner (2018) agreeing with 

this analysis. A recent scientific example is Cornford et al. (forthcoming). In this work, they 

develop Dale’s ANNs (DANNs) which are artificial neural networks that adhere to Dale’s 

principle. Dale’s principle describes how most neurons have the same functional effect on their 

post-synaptic neurons. In other words, a neuron can have an either exclusively excitatory or 

inhibitory effect on post-synaptic cells. The key idea underlying this is that there will be separation 

of excitation and inhibition in units. Typically, DNNs place no such constraint on their “artificial 

neurons” which can change weight from positive to negative. One reason for this is because it 

hinders learning in these networks. Cornford et al. propose adjustments to the learning rule and 

develop a technique to produce ANNs that adhere to Dale’s principle that perform just as well as 

those that don’t adhere to Dale’s principle. This use of DNNs can provide scientists with 

information about the role of law-like constraints even if DNNs fail to be mechanistically similar 

to the brain.  

Finally, one might be concerned whether my underdetermination argument also 

jeopardises the potential for DNNs to provide constraint-based explanations. If we can’t use 

DNNs’ predictive successes to confirm mechanistic similarity, would this cause similar issues 

when using a DNN’s predictive success as evidence for reasoning about law-like constraints on 

systems? This depends on how strong you take my underdetermination argument to be. If one is 

pessimistic about the possibility of ever being able to isolate which features are those contributing 

to the predictive success of DNNs, then this leaves us with a confirmational holism such that we 

can only test claims about DNNs’ performance with respect to all the features and background 

assumptions that are involved in developing the DNN (Stanford, 2017). Alternatively, you might 

view this underdetermination as a temporary issue that will be resolved in favour of particular 
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features as we gain more information about DNNs and the brain. While I won’t defend a particular 

response here, I trust that will satisfy the reader that underdetermination does not need to 

undermine constraint-based explanations with DNNs.  

5.6 Conclusion 

This paper sought to challenge certain mechanistic interpretations of DNNs by 

investigating the role multiple realization plays in assessing mechanistic explanations in 

computational neuroscience. Despite some philosophers seeing multiple realization as irrelevant 

to debates on mechanistic explanation, I have argued that recent arguments in favour of DNNs as 

mechanistic models rely on the denial of MR. By arguing that this assumption does not work for 

DNNs, I claim that DNNs are subject to an underdetermination argument that makes it difficult to 

contend that there is no MR involved. Instead, I believe that constraint-based explanation is a better 

way to assess DNN models in computational neuroscience.  
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6.0 Concluding remarks 

What I have presented in this dissertation scratches the surface of several issues that could 

be discussed in the philosophy of computational neuroscience and multiple realization. Thus far, I 

have outlined my account of EMR and some examples of what it might do. For now, let me start 

by emphasizing two sets of lessons that might be drawn from each chapter and the overarching 

picture that emerges. Then, I will consider future directions on what EMR could do.  

The first set of lessons is more directed at philosophy of computational neuroscience with 

respect to AI. What I have discussed here has been narrowly focused on DNNs and the role they 

play in neuroscience practice. However, I do not mean to limit my account to DNNs. If anything, 

I argue that a perspectival account of multiple realization that admits different roles of biological 

similarity can help us make sense of the use of AI in cognitive science tout court. Boden (2008) 

suggests that “when connectionists boasted that their models were more biologically plausible than 

GOFAI, they should rather have said they were less implausible” (p.1117). On my account, each 

approach (and furthermore, each different subfield, lab, or even individual scientist) prioritises its 

own idea of what counts as relevant similarities between biological systems and machines for the 

purposes of its research. The utility of a perspectival account of MR is to recognize this and outline 

a framework going forward.  

With this as a starting point, I introduced two strategies a computational neuroscientist 

could adopt towards using AI for understanding human cognition. The first, an iterative strategy, 

ultimately aims to reduce multiple realization by working to make the computational model closer 

to the biological system. In this way, the model will serve as a proxy or surrogate model for the 

biological system. The second, a comparative strategy, utilizes computational modelling as a way 
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to maximise multiple realization by working to generate several different realizations of a function. 

These models can then be used to reason about what constraints are shared amongst realizers and 

how this affects the realized function.  

Both of these strategies come with limitations since the aims of eliminating or maximizing 

MR are regulative ideals that cannot be fully achieved in practice. That means, in cases of the 

iterative strategy, we should be cautious to accept claims that ML models will be able to act as 

complete proxy models, replacing the need for experiments on biological systems, especially just 

on the basis of selected benchmarks. The ability for AI models to meet particular benchmarks, 

such as in Schrimpf et al.'s (2018) Brain-Score, does not guarantee that there is deep similarity 

between how DNNs achieve a function and how the brain does. Similarly, in cases of the 

comparative strategy, we must be skeptical that ML models will be able to capture all the different 

ways we would expect variation based on a set of constraints. The methodology we select will 

itself limit the kind of variation captured in the realizers. If anything, computational neuroscience 

would do well to consider the comparative strategy more and explore the diversity of realizations 

of a function. By paying closer attention to the differences between brains and DNNs, this can help 

avoid overgeneralizing the similarities between artificial and biological systems. 

The second set of lessons broadly concerns philosophy of science. In the course of this 

dissertation, I have established a role that multiple realization can play in philosophy of science. 

In contrast to some recent concerns that multiple realization can’t really do much for settling 

philosophy of science debates, I argued that multiple realization provides a framework for 

constraint-based reasoning. Based on the different conceptions of multiple realization at work in 

scientific practice, one can establish inferences about constraints on functions or between realizers.  
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First of all, I view this dissertation as a call for further work on repurposing multiple 

realization for philosophy of science. While I have provided arguments for how EMR applies to 

the use of AI in computational neuroscience, my account should not be interpreted as only applying 

to cases of AI. As I suggest at the end of chapter 3, one can also construe animal models as 

engineered and apply my account of EMR. Furthermore, I think that other engineering-heavy 

disciplines such as synthetic biology, applied physics, and computation could be understood 

through the conceptual framework of EMR.  

My account of EMR integrates various threads that are present in the contemporary 

philosophy of science literature: the relationship between science and engineering, perspectival 

approaches to science and scientific modelling, and constraint-based reasoning in scientific 

practice. All of these threads could be expanded upon further.  

6.1 Future directions 

So far, I have sketched the general lessons and limits to be drawn from this dissertation. 

However, these ideas can ignite discussion on further issues as well. In closing, I’ll consider a few 

avenues that merit more philosophical meandering.  

First, this dissertation has considered the implications of engineered multiple realization 

for philosophy of science. However, one might ask whether my account of EMR could also have 

implications for our conceptions of MR in philosophy of mind. One place where I think EMR 

could lead to the re-appraisal of an existing debate is the question of substrate-independence.  

Substrate-independence—the thesis that mental states do not depend on the substrate or 

matter which realizes them—is a key part of original concept of multiple realizability. As Putnam 
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remarked, “[w]e could be made of Swiss cheese and it wouldn’t matter” (1975, p.291). Thought 

experiments rested on similar assumptions, for example, when Pylyshyn (1980) discussed neurons 

being progressively replaced with chips that are identical in terms of input-output function, the 

presumption was that you would still go on functioning as before since the material was not a 

relevant factor in affecting function. This assumption has carried over to the later defenses of 

computational theories of mind such as Chalmers (1996) as well as being a lynchpin of Bostrom's 

(2003) simulation argument.  

Since EMR is a perspectival account, the assumption of substrate-independence becomes 

dependent on whether substrate counts as a relevant difference for multiple realization. However, 

we ought not expect scientific homogeneity on this factor, so not all versions of multiple realization 

will entail substrate-independence. This contradicts recent accounts of the connection between 

multiple realization and medium-independence (Ritchie & Piccinini, 2019). On my account, this 

would require connecting EMR to discussions of implementation, such as Sprevak's (2019). 

Formulating a response to this would involve considering certain kinds of biological similarity in 

more detail, namely cellular similarity and metabolic constraints on cognitive processes.  

Second, much of contemporary DNN research rests on the assumption that DNNs are 

involved in “ecologically valid” or “ethologically realistic” tasks (Cao & Yamins, ms.; Yamins & 

Dicarlo, 2016b). One lesson that can be drawn from my arguments in chapter 3 is the need to re-

orient discussions of biological plausibility away from neuro-centric conceptions of what counts 

as biologically relevant similarities and consider ecological and ethological validity more 

seriously. My account of DNNs as artificial Krogh organisms implies the importance of utilizing 

tools for understanding animal cognition in the project of assessing candidate “AI cognitive 

systems”. There is already a flourishing body of work that looks to draw lessons for the 
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development of AI from animal cognition research (Buckner, 2019; Crosby, 2020; Firestone, 

2020). Building on this, I suggest a fruitful way to further develop this would be to look at 

discussions of validity of animal models in the philosophical literature, such as Atanasova (2015) 

and Sullivan (2017). 

Third, in this dissertation, I have considered the epistemic factors that contribute to the 

perspectivism of multiple realization. However, there are also non-epistemic factors involved in 

considering biologically relevant differences for MR that carry ethical consequences. For example, 

deciding whether behavioural or neural similarity is important for realizing a cognitive process has 

implications for assessing animal pain, which could be a significant factor in animal ethics debates. 

For cases such as AI, I have argued that it is useful for scientists to generate AI systems interpreted 

as performing cognitive functions, such as object recognition, to better understand biological 

systems. However, uncritically exporting a single scientific perspective on the biological 

plausibility of AI systems into social contexts can be harmful. For example, AI systems may be 

biologically similar enough to inform particular scientific goals such as understanding the relation 

between tasks and brain function. But this does not necessarily translate to these systems being 

similar enough to human cognition to replace human counterparts and automate decision-making. 

To assess the use of AI systems in socio-political contexts would require re-evaluating MR from 

a different perspective and considering the values that inform and dictate our non-scientific goals, 

as well as asking what parts of human thinking or decision-making are important for our purposes.  
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